The 2009 fishing season is here and not a moment too
soon! It’s been a tough year across America and just about
everyone and anyone has been affected. But along with
warmer sunshine and those lazy, hazy days of summer, it is
being reported that things are starting to look up again on
the economic front. Fuel prices have dropped, consumer
confidence is up and there’s actual activity in the real estate,
car and boat sales industry. But the best part of all is that
it’s time to go fishing! It’s time to enjoy your boat again and
enjoy what the shore waters here at the Cape have to offer.
And you can count on us here at South Jersey and Canyon
Club to help you get the most enjoyment out of your boat as
possible.
As always we’ve got a full schedule of events lined up
that we think you’ll enjoy.
Inside this 4th edition of On the Rip, you’ll find all of
our tournament info and a 2008 review plus the usual,
pertinent articles by this years contributors - some new and
some OTR veterans. This year we focused a lot on women
anglers who have recently been in the spotlight -both old
timers (experience that is, ladies!) and newcomers. We think
we’ve got a good, informative and fun mix of articles for
you that we think you’ll like.
And one more thing! We’ve redesigned our websites
(SouthJerseyTournaments.com and MidAtlantic500000.
com) and our in house web guru, Bob Weber, added some
really nice features. Make sure you check out the photo
galleries on each site. They’re really neat and you can even
send the pictures as e-cards.
All in all, we’re in a positive mode here in Cape May.
We’re planning on another fun, action packed season and we
hope you’ll be able to be a part of it all!

Once again, Jim Gatto (Fighting Angel) provides a fantastic cover
shot for this year’s issue of On The Rip.
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8th Annual South Jersey / ASA Spring Striper Tournament
May 8-9

Presented by SJ Marina & the American Striper Association

29th Annual South Jersey Shark Tournament
June 11-14

The Richest Shark Tournament in NJ
(2008 available prize money $336,005) • Plus $50,000 Monster Shark Bonus

20th Annual Viking/Ocean Showdown
July 8-12

Viking & Ocean owners go head-to-head in the “War Offshore”

8th Annual Mid-Atlantic Tuna Tournament
July 15-18

The Main Event for Tuna Fishermen • (Average purse of $250,000 plus!)

18th Annual Mid-Atlantic $500,000
August 16-21

Boat for boat, the richest marlin & tuna tournament in the world!
(2008 total prize money $1,811,950)

9th Annual South Jersey Big Bass Open
November 6-7

Presented by SJ Marina & the American Striper Association

SOUTH JERSEY TOURNAMENTS
“A lot more than just great fishing!”

P. O. Box 641 • Cape May, NJ 08204 • (609) 884-2400
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In the early spring of last year, the “experts”
were predicting a terrible tournament season. The
economy was in a slide while at the same time, the
price of fuel was climbing. Fortunately, at least
for our anglers, the Gulf Stream and Jet Stream
conspired to ensure that there were ample fishing
days and a dependable bite for those who ventured
offshore. When all was said and done, last season
was characterized by excellent fishing weather, a
consistent bite (especially for white marlin) and
pretty decent participation.
Early on, satellite imagery revealed an unusually high volume of clear, warm, Gulf Stream water
moving westward into our canyons. In fact, during
our Shark Tournament, a local charter boat working
near the Spencer Canyon happened into white marlin, dolphin and tuna. About this same time, more
whites, blues and bigeyes were reported around the
Wilmington. As far as shark fishing went, that same
warm water must have pushed the makos by us
early as few were caught during our Shark tourneybut there were hammerheads for the first time in
awhile! It was a pretty interesting start for the year
and fortunately the fishing ended up being decent
all summer long.
And even though the tournament season came
to a close after the MA 500, the fishing season certainly did not. If you had happened by South Jersey
or Canyon Club during September, the propensity
of “laundry” was clear evidence that we
were experiencing a world-class white

marlin bite. Captains were reporting three
hook-ups in an hour while
others claimed three on at
one time. One local boat logged 16
releases in a single day, while friends
to the south were claiming 20 or more
releases.
There we sat in the middle of September
and guys were still slamming white marlin lots of ‘em. The only problem we experienced
was a shortage of white marlin release pennants.
What a perfect way to wind up a perfect
season. We’re hoping for that same problem
again this year!
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The big money, $113,036, went to Steve Fanelli’s Post Game for their 582 pound thresher. Len Andalis and his One More Cast didn’t do badly with their $78,727 payout for another thresher, a 347 pounder,
and Rick Popovitch aboard his Tashtego surprised everyone with a 308 pound hammerhead that claimed
the 3rd heaviest shark category and $26,443.
In a sense, the top three sharks
– the only three that met South
Jersey’s strict conservation minded
weight standards – illustrated the
story of this year’s 28th Annual
Shark Tournament. It was a year
when the big makos stayed away
while warm water hammerheads
made a rare appearance.
Earlier that month, satellite
imagery furnished by www.Roffs.
com revealed an unusually high
volume of clear, warm, Gulf Stream
water moving westward into our
canyons. In fact, during the Shark
Tournament a local charter boat
fishing near the Spencer Canyon got
into white marlin, dolphin and tuna.
There have also been reports of
blues, whites and bigeyes around the
Wilmington. Although this might be
good news for South Jersey’s marlin
tournaments later in the summer, it
didn’t do much for the sharkin’.

Of course, warm water also
brings in certain species of shark
like hammerheads and black tip
sharks, both of which were identified during the tournament. On
the other hand, big makos, which
prefer cooler water, were not much
in evidence.
Interestingly, timing also played
a key role in this tournament. Less
than a week before on Sunday the
8th, Rocco DePasquale in his 35’
Donzi called Rock On was chumming along the 19 fathom lump
when a big shark hit hard on a
chunk of mackerel. It took almost 3
hours for Jimmy Triggs to work the
big thresher to the boat and it took
everyone on board, Harry, Jesse,
Mike and Captain Rocco to get the
monster on board.
Back at the South Jersey docks,
the thresher weighed in at 583
pounds, one pound more that the
fish that would win less than a week later. According to
Rocco, the amazing thing was that while the thresher was
being brought along side, a 250 - 275 pound mako swam
right over top of the big shark, probably looking for an easy
meal. Rocco said there was another mako in the 200 pound
range also stalking the thresher.
Of course, South Jersey is famous for its big tournaments, big tents and big prize money. Even this year’s
tournament set a new record for total purse at $336,005. But
we’re also widely regarded for our commitment to conservation. That is why sharks that might win in other tournaments
often are non-qualifies in the grand daddy of Jersey shark
tournaments. Hey! that’s why we give out the big bucks.
And that is just one reason why the Annual South Jersey
Shark Tournament is so popular with mid-Atlantic anglers.

2008 WEIGHT STANDINGS
Category
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2008 POINTS STANDINGS

Boat

Owner

Weight

Category

Boat

Owner

Points

Heaviest Shark

Post Game

Steve Fanelli

582 lb Thresher

Most Points Blue

Nose Tackle

Ed Ainbinder

1400 pts

2nd Heaviest Shark

One More Cast

Len Andalis

347 lb Thresher

Most Points Mako

Warden Pass

Val Fichera

1600 pts

3rd Heaviest Shark

Tashtego

Rick Popovitch

308 lb Hammerhead

Most Points Overall

Sweetie

James Papaccio

1800 pts

Perfect weather, a decent bite, and a real good story. Couple these ingredients with a little bit of drama
and the usual camaraderie, and you have a pretty good summation of this year’s Viking-Ocean Showdown, the 19th in a series.

This year’s first fish day on Friday saw the Ocean team
sprint out to a 449.5 point lead (Ocean = 1659.5 vs. Viking
= 1210). The conditions offshore on both days were ideal
and the fishing kept things interesting. During the two
day tournament, 17 white marlin and 12 blue marlin were
released while 34 tuna and 19 dolphin were brought to the
scales.

The big story at the awards dinner was that of 11 year-old
Meg Seaton, of the Nightwind, who won both the junior
and lady angler categories. Meg contributed 200 points to
Viking’s tally, which added up to 3765, besting Ocean’s
final count of 2713.
Great weather, fun offshore action, great food and entertainment, all hallmarks of another successful competition
between these two outstanding sportfishing families.
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When weighmaster Chris Booth opened the scales at 5:00 P.M., boats were already backed in and
waiting to unload their catches. Within the first hour Chris and his team had already weighed some 20
tuna, including the eventual heaviest tuna, a 202 pound bluefin boated by Joe O’Boyle’s Mojo.

Most of the action during
the first half of the weigh-in
took place in the bluefin categories. Within 10 minutes,
Miss Edna Jane posted a
159 pounder and PT-73 a
96 pound fish. Less than 30
minutes later Mojo hung
their fish and the scorekeeper had to completely rework
the standings.
Somewhere about the half way point a rush of yellowfin
began making their way to the scales. Gradually, the weights
increased from 45 pounds to 59 and 60 pounds. Less than 30
minutes before the scales closed, Soul Mate backed in with
the largest three yellowfin of the day, 69, 72 and finally an
89 pounder. Once again, the scorekeepers cleaned off the
board and started over.
By the time the scales closed on Day One, 24 bluefin and
23 yellowfin had been weighed. Chris’ weigh team looked
as though they had been ‘through-it” too and their recently
issued Release Marine T-Shirts (this year’s weigh team
sponsor) were already headed for the washing machine.
On Day One, 40 of the 44 boats entered in the event had
sailed. Day Two witnessed only a slight decrease as some
35 entrants headed offshore. Compared to Thursday’s brisk
pace at the scales, Friday was somewhat subdued with 25
tuna, 11 yellowfin and 14 bluefin, brought to the scales.
Nevertheless, the scorekeepers kept busy as all three of the
stringer categories changed during the course of Day Two.

Since South Jersey’s Tuna
Tournament is a “fish-twoof-three” day event the sortie
count on Saturday was just
shy of 15 boats. Saturday
was an “all-bluefin” day
with four fish brought to the
scales, including the eventual 2nd and 3rd heaviest
bluefin of the tournament.
Saturday night’s awards
banquet saw a total purse of $195,965 divided amongst
nine teams. The crew of the Soul Mate who had brought
their yellowfin to the scales on Thursday, held on to win the
big money, $66,218.75, while the 202 pound bluefin, also
brought in on Thursday, stayed on the board and helped the
crew of the Mojo take home $51,982.50.
Of course sponsors always play a key role in any tournament, because without their support these events could
become cost prohibitive. In addition to several supporting
sponsors, Pettit Paint directly sponsored the Captain’s Meeting, while Release Marine dressed the hard working weigh
team. Meanwhile, the awards banquet was sponsored by
Sturdy Bank of Cape May. Many thanks go out to all of the
tournament sponsors.
Great weather, great participants & sponsors, and a great
bite; this year’s South Jersey Mid-Atlantic Tuna Tournament, the 7th in the series, left no one disappointed.
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As Yogi Berra would say “It’s déjà vu all over again!” In typical Mid-Atlantic $500,000 fashion, Day
Five once again lived up to its “Moving Day” reputation as the leaderboard changed faster than a politician’s opinion! With 129 boats heading out on the final day of sportfishing’s “Main Event,” the billfish
bite continued to be red hot and once again crews were able to rack up lots of release points and several
big fish came to the scales which kept the intensity level high until the final hour of the tournament.

While the majority of the winners sailed from Cape May, for the
second consecutive year the heaviest white marlin of the tournament
would come from a boat sailing
from Ocean City, Maryland. The
fishing was also pretty darn good
as well as a combined 468 white
marlin and blue marlin were
caught during the week by the 141
participating boats with well over
90% released for an average of
one-billfish-per-boat-per-day!
The highlight of the final day’s
weigh-in session came from
Sunset Marina in Ocean City,
Maryland where Susan McCart’s
Reel Joy with Captain Dale Gurgo
at the wheel weighed a tournament record tying white marlin
of 92 pounds to take the heaviest
white marlin prize of $699,307.
Captain Bob Watson piloted Frank
Bongiorno’s Dealer’s Choice to a
second place finish and $124,955
for the 88-pound white marlin
caught on Day Four. Barry Weshnak’s Miss Annie with
Captain Matt Rabenstine on the bridge held on to finish in
third place and won $68,747 for the 79-pound white marlin,
also caught on Day Four.
Adam Demeusy’s Impulse V had to sweat out the week
with the 719-pound blue marlin he caught on Day One but
in the end it was good enough to finish first in the category
and was worth $193,622. Second place went to Joseph
Bernert’s Kwik Raze with the 625-pound blue marlin caught
on Day Four and won $124,955. Joe Giafaglione’s Atomic
got on the leaderboard on the final day of the tournament

after weighing a 501-pound blue
marlin which would hold on to
take third place in the category and
win $62,477.
Mike Tyson’s Runaway took
first and third place in the tuna
category with yellowfins of 80 and
77 pounds and won a combined
payout of $250,277 for both fish
which were caught on Day One.
Rich Fanucci’s Exile finished in
second place and received $47,540
for his 78-pound yellowfin which
was caught on Day Four.
Richard Ryon’s Anthracite
won the dolphin category with a
43-pound mahi-mahi caught on
Day One and received $10,000
while Ron McQuaid’s Sea Cure
captured the wahoo category with
a 74-pound ‘hoo caught on Day
Four and also won $10,000.
Boats with significant billfish
catches on the final day of the tournament include Michael Mitrow’s
Bac in Five with nine white marlin
released while Barry Weshnak’s Miss Annie and Peter
Cherasia’s Shark Byte each released seven white marlin.
Eric Blanks’ Intrinsic released six white marlin and Charlie
Horning’s Fish Whistle released five white marlin. Mark and
Amy Granville-Smith’s Phat Mann, Brandon Famous’ Pipe
Dream, Joseph Erikson’s Endeavor and George Barnard’s
Olivia Grace each released four white marlin. Boats with
three white marlin releases include Pat Healey’s Viking 60;
John Raimondo’s Sea Mistress and Greg Nucci’s Finatic.
Edward Burr’s Spencer 66 released four white marlin and
a blue marlin while Gina Addeo’s Gina Lisa released two
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white marlin and a blue marlin. Ron Levy’s Sea Splendour
released a blue marlin and a white marlin. In addition, 13
separate boats released two white marlin each on Day Five.
At the awards ceremony held at Canyon Club Resort
Marina in Cape May, Tournament Director Bob Glover, assisted by tournament officials Mark Allen and Scott Knoff,
distributed the total cash payout of over $1.8 million to the
winners while Tournament President Dick Weber graciously
thanked all the participants as they enjoyed cocktails and a
lobster buffet dinner. Later, Glover reflected on the week’s
events and was very pleased with the overall results. “It’s
been a terrific tournament and we’re very happy with the
level of participation both here in Cape May and at our
satellite port, Sunset Marina, in Ocean City, Maryland. The
weather has been excellent and the fishing has been equally
good as well,” he noted.

2008 WEIGHT STANDINGS
Category

Wt

Boat

Owner

Prize

Heaviest White Marlin

92 lbs

Reel Joy

Susan McCart

$699,307

2nd Heaviest White Marlin

88 lbs

Dealer's Choice

Frank Bongiorno

$124,955

3rd Heaviest White Marlin

79 lbs

Miss Annie

Barry Weshnak

$68,747

Heaviest Blue Marlin

719 lbs

Impulse V

Adam Demeusy

$193,622

2nd Heaviest Blue Marlin

625 lbs

Kwik Raze

Joseph Bernert

$124,955

3rd Heaviest Blue Marlin

501 lbs

Atomic

Joe Giafaglione

$62,477

Heaviest Tuna

80 lbs

Runaway

Mike Tyson

$250,277*

2nd Heaviest Tuna

78 lbs

Exile

Rich Fannuci

$47,540

3rd Heaviest Tuna

77 lbs

Runaway

Mike Tyson

*1st/3rd ttl

Heaviest Dolphin

43 lbs

Anthracite

Richard Ryon

$10,000

Heaviest Wahoo

74 lbs

Sea Cure

Ron McQuaid

$10,000

2008 POINTS STANDINGS
Category

CATCH REPORT
White Marlin Released - 423
White Marlin Boated - 31

Owner

Points

Most Points White Marlin

Shark Byte

Peter Cherasia

1125 pts

2nd Most Points White Marlin

Miss Annie

Barry Weshnak

979 pts

3rd Most Points White Marlin

Pipe Dream

Brandon Famous

900 pts

Most Points Blue Marlin

Impulse V

Adam Demeusy

359.5 pts

2nd Most Points Blue Marlin

Kwik Raze

Joseph Bernet

312.5 pts

3rd Most Points Blue Marlin

Atomic

Joe Giafaglione

250.5 pts

Most Points Tuna

Runaway

Mike Tyson

113.5 pts

2nd Most Points Tuna

Viking 68

Pat Healey

69.5 pts

3rd Most Points Tuna

Got Walls

Sean O'Donnell

69 pts

Most Points Overall

Shark Byte

Peter Cherasia

1125 pts

OTHER CALCUTTA PAYOUTS
Boat

Owner

Blue Marlin Boated - 3

Got Walls

Sean O'Donnell

75 lb Tuna

$86,687

Tuna Weighed - 13

Anthracite

Richard Ryon

75 lb White Marlin

$31,350

Blue Marlin Released - 11
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Boat

Species

Prize

Dolphin Weighed - 11

Viking 68

Pat Healey

74 lb Tuna

$30,400

Wahoo Weighed - 4

Hullabaloo

Dan Paulus

73 lb White Marlin

$25,080

For more information visit the tournament web site at
www.ma500.com where a photo gallery of the tournament
can also be viewed.

Covert Mission

Jim McCarthy

72 lb White Marlin

$25,080

Canyon Runner

Adam LaRosa

69 lb Tuna

$15,200

Gina Lea

Adam Buchman

75 lb White Marlin

$6,270

by Captain Len Belcaro
Some say I’ll be buried in my 1980 3208T 300
HP Caterpillar powered 32-foot flybridge Blackfin
sportfisherman. I’ve owned her for 27 years, which
probably makes me the longest-running Blackfin
owner ever. I’ve repowered, repainted, rewired, and
I can’t remember how many times I’ve upgraded
the electronics. There is absolutely nothing original
on her but the hull. Some say I am the boat’s “Portrait of Dorian Gray”-The better the Blackfin looks,
the worse I look!
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Through the years I’ve made many different changes to the EXPRESS to accommodate the changes
made in my fishing procedures. For one thing, with the tower, divinisal top, and extra fuel tanks I had
installed for greater range, she got a wee bit heavier. Weight-wise she is now close to 25,000 pounds,
and that’s a lot of weight to push, especially with a deep-vee hull design.
PYROMETERS

MAINTENANCE THROUGH THE YEARS

The engine monitoring gauge that has been worth its
weight in gold through the years are the pyrometers I installed on each engine when I purchased the old girl. Engine
pyrometers provide the exhaust temperature straight from
the exhaust elbows. It doesn’t sound like an important item,
but keep in mind, the harder an engine works, the more fuel
it will burn and the hotter the engine exhaust will be. So besides monitoring the amount of fuel being burned, it will tell
you how hard your engines are working. It will tell you if
you have debris wrapped in a prop, or a damaged propeller
or a dirty bottom. It will let you know if your propeller pitch
is too great and if the engines are being overloaded. It will
also inform you if the air cleaners on the engines are dirty
and the air flow is being restricted to the engines. If engine
temperatures are too excessive, the engine could burn valves
or pop a head gasket, and you’ll never see it coming—the
other gauges will be reading normal.
While slowly
running the
Chesapeake Bay
after dark while
heading home
from Cape Hatteras a few years
back, I noticed
the pyrometer
on my starboard
engine begin
climbing above
600 degrees
while all the other
gauges were reading normal. At 900 degrees running at 12
knots I knew something was wrong. I decided to pull out
of the shipping channel and shut the engine down. Opening
the Caterpillar “bible,” it stated “air restriction.” I changed
the engine air filter, started it up and at 12 knots everything
went back to normal. Without the pyrometer monitoring that
engine’s exhaust temperature, I could have experienced a severe engine failure and would not have known what caused
the problem.
During the early years, the EXPRESS maintained an
engine exhaust temperature on both engines of about 750
degrees at cruise speed (2,500 rpm’s), which was completely acceptable. But with all the additional weight added to
the boat, the exhaust temperature jumped from the original
750 degrees to 950 to 1,000 degrees, which is pushing the
maximum safe limit according to the experts, and it became
a matter of concern for years.

Besides the usually rigid 125-hour engine oil maintenance program and spring cleaning inside and out, every
two years it was engine “rust-busting” time—God, I hate
rust-busting! Blackfin never left a tremendous amount of
room under the engine hatches, especially for a big guy. The
outboard sides of each engine are a nightmare to clean up
the rust spots and give a good coat of Cat yellow.
After the rust-busting job, what you could see looked
pretty good, but what you couldn’t see....well, it was better not
to. I knew it was time to give the engines the “special” treatment, so I made the call to Dave Wrigley, the service manager
at the Canyon Club Service Department.

MEETING THE “MAN”
I met Dave in 2003 while working the Big Game Fishing
Journal booth during the Mid-Atlantic $500,000 Tournament
in Cape May, New Jersey. I heard he was a wealth of information on propeller theory and function, and I
set up an interview with him to write the first
of a two-part article entitled “The Prop Doc.”
Thinking I was propeller savvy, after spending an hour with Wrigley I realized how little
I really knew about propellers and how they
work. Through the years after our first meeting, I learned propellers weren’t Dave’s only
expertise—he also has extensive knowledge of
engines and one of his favorite power plants
is the old faithful Caterpillar 3208, 3208T and
3208TA. I’ve actually heard him referred to by
his peers as “Mr. 3208.”
Late in 2007, I called Dave and explained the
problems I was experiencing on the EXPRESS—the high
engine exhaust temperatures, slow speed, and rust build up
on the outboard sides of both engines. I also explained we
had recently shot a heat gun into the engine compartment
while at cruise speed and discovered the temperatures under
the engine hatches to be hovering around 130 degrees. I
had added additional vents and blowers, but the heat under
the hatches still remained high. I also told Dave about this
pesky black cloud that has been following my boat for
years, along with the soot build up I find on the transom and
in the cockpit near the scuppers after every offshore run.
Dave said to bring her on down and he’ll take a look. So
one cold day late in November, I made the “bone-chilling”
80-nautical mile run from Manasquan Inlet to Cape May. I
tied her up at the Canyon Club dock, kissed her goodbye,
shook hands with Dave, gave him carte blanche, and told
him to take good care of my baby.
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THE WRIGLEY DIAGNOSIS
Within a week or two I received a call from Dave with
his take on my problems with the EXPRESS: wrong propellers, insufficient air to the engines, engine intake air too
warm, small fittings on the seawater side of the engine’s
cooling system, small saltwater bundles in heat exchanger
tank that Caterpillar had already upgraded, and rust, rust
and more rust on the outboard sides of both engines. With
Ryan Schwinn, Stan Bodnar and Tim Allard assigned to the
job, work began almost immediately after she arrived at the
Canyon Club.

HIGH PYROMETER TEMPERATURES
Hot air in the engine room robs an engine of horsepower,
makes the engine burn more fuel, increases engine exhaust
temperature and eventually, if high enough, will cause major
damage. Remember your high school physics class? Hot air
is thinner, cold air is denser (thought you’d never use that
stuff, huh!) Dave explained for every 1 degree of hot air
temperature entering your engine, it would translate to an
additional 3 degrees of engine exhaust temperature. Cool
down the air entering the engine and the fuel burn will be
less, allowing for a cleaner burn, less heat, lower pyrometer
temperatures and more power.
In order to cool the air down entering the engine an
aftercooler is required, if vents and blowers don’t do the job.
Dave recommended the installation of a standard Caterpillar
aftercooler on both engines. The aftercooler will cool the air
entering the engine as it passes through a series of seawater
cooling bundles. A rerouting of seawater coming from the
strainers is necessary. Instead of seawater going from the
seawater pump to the heat exchanger tank, it is sent to the
aftercooler to cool down the air entering the engine first and
then goes to the heat exchanger.

ENGINE RESTORATION REQUIRED
At first glance the rust on both engines appeared to be
minimal until the engines were yanked out of the boat. After
one look Dave ordered the work crew to strip both engines
to the long block, sandblast, replace oil pans and every hose,
clamp and gasket on each engine, prime them and repainting them Caterpillar yellow. The beds should be painted,
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the Racor fuel filters
rebuilt and replacing
the old shaft stuffing
boxes, which probably
added much to the rust
problem toward the rear
of the engines, with
dripless shaft logs.
During the strip
down, Dave noticed
several small water fittings that were restricting the flow of
seawater through the engines. Also the seawater bundles
located in the heat exchangers had been superseded with
larger water capacity units by Caterpillar, which could
provide better freshwater cooling capabilities. Off they came
and the new cooling equipment was re-installed.

JACKING THE RACKS
With all this dense, cool air entering the engine air intake,
fuel delivery from the fuel pump to the injectors could be
increased. Dave had the fuel rack settings changed on both
engine fuel pumps from 5.14 to 6.25 mm.

PROPELLERS
Dave felt the old three-blade 19x23 props that have been
on the EXPRESS for years lacked the surface diameter to
provide enough power to maintain speed, especially with all
the extra weight aboard. Dave decided to go with a fourblade 20x24 prop which, because of the additional blade
surface, would increase power to push the extra weight,
and the additional inch of pitch will provide more speed
while the four blades will cut back on vibration. Dave also
believed the additional horsepower provided by the aftercoolers, and the higher fuel rack settings would be a perfect
match to the increase of both pitch and diameter on the new
propellers.

THE RE-ASSEMBLY
By the end of January, with the beds painted and all the
additional work completed on the Racors, shaft logs, strainers and a relocation and flush mounting of the transducer for
better bottom readings at greater depths and higher speeds,
it was time to start reassembling the EXPRESS. Ryan, Tim
and Stan began with the installation of both engines, the
mounting, bolt up, and hose connections on the aftercoolers, then finished off with the tedious job of connecting all
the electrical wiring, water hoses, and fuel connections back
on engines. The weather was cold, but those guys plugged
ahead and didn’t miss a thing. Their assembly went perfectly, and by February Dave gave me a call and stated she was
ready for a “splash” at the end of the month.
At this point, I must make a comment on the attention to
detail that went into this entire job. Through the years, my
readers know that I’m not or ever have been a “fluff” kind
of a guy. I won’t prostitute this magazine to get a nickel’s
worth of advertising nor do these lips pucker up for anyone, but when credit is due I will tell it like it is. When you

Left (pg 24): New strainers and hoses. Note between
the hoses, the crew flush-mounted the tranducer
midships.
Center: Worry-free: new dripless shaft logs were installed by the Canyon Club service crew.
Right: New pan and motor mounts provide for many
more worry-free years for the old girl.

personally do a job on something you love, be it cooking,
car restoration, the boat, or anything else in your life that
makes you feel good, it becomes a “labor of love.” You
don’t expect anyone else to pay the attention to detail that
you would—but Dave, and the crew who worked on my
boat did. From clamps to hoses to paint job, to all the little
needs and nuances, I personally could not have been more
dedicated to perfection than the Canyon Club service crew.
Sea trials were held the beginning of the month and she was
placed in a slip to await my pickup and the 80-nautical mile
run back from Cape May to Manasquan Inlet, New Jersey.

THE RUN HOME
The information on speed, fuel usage, and exhaust
temperatures that I would acquire on the run home would be
useless without something to compare it with. So I maintained a detailed log on the run south in the fall. Between
the two trips I’m hoping to learn how all the improvements
will affect my next fishing trip offshore.
Southbound
The run from Manasquan Inlet south to Cape May was
made in late November 2007. Air temperature was cold and
the air under the engine hatches was probably a few degrees
cooler than a trip during fishing season to the offshore
canyons. The rpms maintained on the southbound trip were
2,400, about 450 rpms under the “pins,” and the speed traveled was approximately 19 knots. Pyrometer temperatures
hovered between 925 to 950 degrees and following the
EXPRESS was my old friend, the black cloud. Arriving at
Canyon Club docks, I fueled the boat topping it off with 110
gallons of diesel. The fuel burn heading south was .72 miles
per gallon of fuel.

NORTHBOUND
Slipping out of Cape May Inlet, I slowly pushed up the
throttles to 2,100 rpms. The speed on my Furuno NavNet V-2
showed 21 knots. I was clearly up on plane, and running strong.
At 2,100 rpms, the old engines would have the boat barely up
and out of the “pocket” with a speed of about 16 to 17 knots.
Kicking the throttles up to 2,300 rpms, I was making 23
knots of headway. At 2,600 rpms, Caterpillar recommended
cruise speed, the EXPRESS was clipping along at 26 knots
and when I pushed her to the pins, 29.9 knots popped up on
the Furuno. Wow, the only way my boat could do 30 knots
was pushing it off a waterfall!
At 26 knots, my pyrometers were reading 800 degrees,
nearly 125 to 150 degrees cooler than the trip south! Look-

ing toward the rear of the boat, I could see blue skies—no
sign of that damn black cloud. Backing her down to 2,300
rpms, I maintained 23 knots to Manasquan Inlet.
The run south at 19 knots at 2,400 rpms was accomplished in 4 hours and 15 minutes, black cloud, sooty
transom and all. The trip north was wrapped up in 3 1/2
hours no sooty cockpit or filthy transom, and not a stich of
vibration.
Now let’s discuss fuel burn. I fueled upon arrival at
Manasquan with surprising results—I traveled faster,
made the trip quicker, and the old girl burned 94 gallons of
fuel—16 gallons less than the trip south, giving me a fuel
burn of .85 miles per gallon of diesel.

IN CONCLUSION
In a recent editorial entitled “Outrageous Fuel Prices,”
I wrote that we should not concern ourselves with running
faster, but the time has come to start running smarter. A perfectly tuned boat is a must with today’s fuel prices. It will
improve your speed, cut your fuel burn and squeeze every
mile out of a gallon of fuel. Fuel conservation can no longer
be ignored today if we want to continue to experience the
beauty of the sea and the thrill of big-game fishing.
Is an engine restoration meant for you and your boat?
That’s only for you to decide. Sure, you can sell it and buy
a new one, or if you’re like me, my MIDNIGHT EXPRESS
is one of my girls, and every year I do what ever it takes to
keep both her and I happy and catching fish.
A special thanks to Dave Wrigley and the Canyon Club
Service department for putting the MIDNIGHT EXPRESS
back in the fast lane.
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In the 2008 edition of On The Rip, we traced the early history of Cape May’s harbor. Until the early
20th Century it had been little more than a widened area along Cape Island Creek. It meandered from
its inlet bisecting today’s Wildwood and Wildwood Crest, through marshy Cape Island Sound, past
Schellinger’s Landing at the head of Washington and Lafayette Streets, and hence behind the city of
Cape May to its headwaters in South Cape May.
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There was no large, safe Cold Spring Inlet and no spacious harbor that we know today, just a few docks and
associated buildings at Schellinger’s Landing. There was
no canal. Fishing, both recreational and commercial, was
minimal. Pleasure boating
and maritime travel centered
around today’s Sunset Beach
on the bayshore. During much
of the Victorian Era (18371914) Cape May was the
Queen of the Seaside Resorts,
the seashore resort of choice
for the newly emerging and
affluent middle class. The
harbor and “the Landing” as
it was known, however, was
more a place for locals, not
tourists and vacationers, and
remained comparatively small
and underused.
Then from 1903-1913 in an effort to revitalize the area’s
now sagging economy and status as a tourism and vacation destination, a grandiose project to make Cape May
again into a resorting Mecca evolved. It was known as the
East Cape May Project. This effort included developing the
eastern part of Cape May and greatly expanding its harbor
to create the New Jersey version of Newport RI, a resort for
the affluent. As part of this project, today’s inlet and harbor
were created with the soil dredged from it used as landfill
over the wetlands of East Cape May.
Readers of Part I will recall that we built it but they
didn’t come. What did come was World War I, and then
Prohibition and the Great Depression. Two naval installations harborside, Cape May Section Base 9, charged with
anti-submarine warfare, and a training facility named Camp
Wissahickon brought some economic revival to Cape May
but this ended when the war ended in 1918. The East Cape
May Project ended in bankruptcy and was underdeveloped.
Thus as the 1920s began, the dreams of Cape May for its
magnificent new harbor remained largely unfulfilled. Only
as the 20th Century evolved would the potential of the harbor be realized and then only in ways the Victorians never
dreamed of.

During the 1920s and 1930s the pleasure boating and recreational fishing facilities at Schellinger’s Landing began to
expand. Railroad lines were built to both Two Mile Landing
and the Lobster House docks to service the ever-expanding
commercial and recreational
fishing facilities there. Eventually a Fisherman’s Special
train ran from Philadelphia to
the Lobster House dock daily
beginning in the 1930s. Commercial fishing also greatly
expanded from the few sloops
of the Victorian Era. Mackerel
and scallops and later clams
were the chief harvest. On the
north side of the entrance to
Cape Island Creek, the Lobster House complex began to
emerge combining fish and
shellfish processing facilities with a restaurant absorbing the
Bateman’s Restaurant. At Two Mile Landing near the north
side of the inlet, the Cold Spring Fish and Supply Company
was established, later to move to the Schellinger’s Landing
complex. By the early 1940s, under the leadership of Jesse
Laudeman and George Redding, it was the county’s largest packager of seafood. A new railroad line running along
the landing now allowed for ready shipping of the catch to
market and brought carloads of recreational fishermen to
enjoy the many party boats docked there. During the 1920s
and 1930s, fishing surpassed tourism as Cape May’s main
economic activity. Symbolic of this tourism slump was the
closing of both the Cape May and Corinthian Yacht Clubs in
1925. However the 1930s did see some powerboat races in
the harbor. Also during this period, the Mogck family started
a marina on the north side of the harbor called Cold Spring
Marina.
From 1920 to 1933 Prohibition brought a new type of activity to Cape May’s harbor and the rest of the Jersey Cape:
rum running and the efforts of the U.S. Coast Guard to stop
it. The Cape May area earned a reputation as “Rum Row”.
The Coast Guard took over the former navy base at Sewell’s
Point and with a fleet of small, shallow drafted but swift
revenue cutters, pursued the even swifter and more shallow

drafted rum running boats bringing illegal whiskey from
Canada and rum from the Caribbean from ships offshore
in international waters to the many secluded coves, inlets,
bays, and sounds of both the Delaware Bay and Atlantic
Ocean shores of the Jersey Cape and their beaches. Cape
May’s harbor was one such port despite the Coast Guard
base at its entrance. Here the smuggling vessels of choice
were often fishing boats rather than speedboats. Moonshine
whiskey was also produced in the densely wooded northern
parts of the county. Cape May establishments were constantly being raided for illegal alcohol sales. This fascinating, if
illicit, effort to revitalize the lagging local economy will be
detailed in next year’s edition.
World War II (1939-1945) brought another period of
change and boom to Cape May and its harbor as detailed in
the 2007 edition. In 1940 even before America entered the
war, the U.S. Navy reopened its base at Sewell’s Point as
Naval Air Station Cape May with the Coast Guard retaining
a presence there also. Again the primary mission was antisubmarine warfare. Another major role for Cape May was as
guardian to the entrance to the Delaware Bay and River and
the vital oil refining, ship building, and munitions facilities
up-river. In addition classified communications work was
done there. Minesweepers were also stationed there which
were many converted wooden local fishing boats. They patrolled the mouth of Delaware Bay and the bay itself daily.
The anti-submarine missions were carried out by destroyers,
destroyer escorts, and land based airplanes. The dirigibles
had moved up the coast to Lakehurst NJ to accommodate
their larger size. There is no record of submarines either.

At Schellinger’s Landing, the Cape May Shipbuilding
Company turned out numerous small support craft such as
tugboats and ferries under the leadership of I. Grant Scott,
T. Millett Hand, and Harry Mogck. The Mogck family had
been in the maritime business for decades. Scott would go
on to own a marina at Schellinger’s Landing in the 1950s
and be president of the state senate, and Hand was the wartime mayor of Cape May. Scott was also quite influential in
the location and construction of the Cape May Canal.
It was during World War II and as part of the anti-sub-

marine effort that the Cape May Canal was built from the
western end of the harbor, north of Schellinger’s Landing,
to the Delaware Bay. Built in 1942, it had several antisubmarine purposes. It allowed merchant ships to continue
traveling an inland waterway along the coast, thus avoiding
the subs at sea. It provided for a second point of entrance
and exit to Delaware Bay, therefore not allowing subs to
concentrate at the mouth of the bay. It also provided quicker
access for Navy and Coast Guard ships. In all these situations the treacherous shoals known as the rips and the
multiple American minefields at the bay’s mouth could
also be avoided. After the war it proved to be a tremendous
advantage for the recreational fishing and pleasure boating
fleets of Cape May.
With the war’s end, the Navy returned control of the base
at Sewell’s Point to the Coast Guard. Today, in addition to
its lifesaving and homeland defense missions, it is also the
only Coast Guard basic training facility for enlistees in the
nation.
The post-war period, beginning in the 1950s, finally
brought the long awaited development of East Cape May,
first with middle class resort and retirement homes and then
by the 1980s, an increasing number of homes of the affluent.
Significant changes in the way people traveled to Cape
May also stimulated this ongoing growth period. In 1956-57
the Garden State Parkway was finally extended to Cape May
(we’re proudly Exit 0) and four years later the present high
bridge over the canal was completed to replace the original
lower one from 1942. In 1974 the drawbridge over Cape
Island Creek was replaced with a permanently fixed span.
These two changes greatly reduced summer traffic jams.
In 1964 the Cape May-Lewes Ferry began operation, the
fulfillment of efforts to establish one for over a century. As
with most of America, the automobile became the favorite means of travel to Cape May. The last regular railroad
service was terminated in 1981. Recent years have seen a
resurgence of travel to Cape May by boat due to the attractiveness of its harbor.
Also during the post-war period, marinas grew up at
Schellinger’s Landing north of Cape Island Creek. Other
marinas grew up on the northern harbor shore. Today’s
Bree-Zee-Lee Marina was first, followed by Hinch’s, Mill
Creek, Snug Harbor, and Harbor View. Only McDuell’s
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Marina had been there before World War II along with the
aforementioned Cold Spring Marina of the Mogck family.
Utsch’s Marina (1951) and the ancestors of today’s South
Jersey Marina occupied Schellinger’s Landing. So too did
the expanded complex of the Cold Spring Fish and Supply
Company and its Lobster House Restaurant, moving from
Two Mile Landing near the harbor entrance in 1922. Today
it has expanded to cover the entire dock where Bittle’s Seashell Shop, Bateman’s Restaurant, Palmer Holmes’ Marine
Bar, Shoemaker Marine Supply and Schellinger and Company once thrived at various times from the 1920s through the
1960s. In 1953 the Lobster House Restaurant as we know it
today opened. Elsewhere at Schellinger’s Landing, marinas
and marine facilities owned by Scotty Warren, then the Ganary family, then Harry Rafferty, then Colt Somers appeared
through the years until Dick
Weber established the current
South Jersey Marina in 1979
on the site of Somers’ Cape
Island West Marina. By now
offshore sportfishing had
joined inshore and Delaware
Bay party boats and commercial fishing as activities in
the harbor. Weber was soon
to expand his operations to
include the current Canyon
Club created on the site of the
Mogck’s Cold Spring Marina
and Colt Somers’ Cape Island
East Marina in 1984.
It was during this era of expansion that Cape Island
Creek was connected to the Cape May Canal. This revitalized the long-established commercial and recreational
fishing docks in the area that today is the Miss Chris Marina
along Wilson Boulevard. Johnson’s Fish Market was also
a feature of the area along with the ships of Captains Buck
and Russell. Across from them was Weizer’s Bar in the
1930s which became Mayer’s Tavern in the 1950s. Since the
1970s Karl Axelson has taken over ownership of the tavern.
Lund’s (1954) then Snows/Doxie (1957) had established
commercial fishing complexes. Lund’s began with a small
facility at the end of Yacht Avenue on Cape Island Creek
right after the war. Snow’s is on the site of the former
Streit’s Dock. All were just north of the harbor entrance.
In 1959 the Corinthian Yacht Club was reborn from a
group organized during that decade as the Harbor Sailing
Club and another grand Victorian maritime tradition of the
harbor was revived. The current clubhouse and location on
Delaware Avenue dates from 1963.
In 1977 the Cape May Marlin and Tuna Club was created
at the foot of Washington and Lafayette Streets on the site of
the former Cape May Yacht Club. The rise of this sportfishing club was symbolic of the rise of sportfishing out of the
harbor.
Beginning in the 1970s the town of Cape May began
experiencing its Victorian Renaissance which is ongoing to-

day. It was sparked by the Mid-Atlantic Center for the Arts
and a group of preservationist bed and breakfast owners. In
1976 Cape May became a National Historic Landmark City.
Cultural heritage was now joining fishing, yachting and the
beaches in attracting both tourists and permanent residents
to greater Cape May. Tourists again flooded to the city
enjoying its restored Victorian structures as well as its beach
and harbor. This in turn further stimulated the recreational
and sportfishing activities out of the harbor.
In 1988 a Fishermen’s Memorial was established at the
foot of the harbor in memory of those who have lost their
lives while engaged in commercial fishing which has become the nation’s most dangerous occupation.
In 1992 the City of Cape May, using Green Acres funding, acquired a large part of its side of the harbor’s shoreline along Delaware Avenue
extending from the Corinthian
Yacht Club, to preserve it
in its natural state. A private
developer erected a group
of neo-Victorian mansions
known as the Cape May Harbor Village and Yacht Club
on the remaining open land at
the foot of the harbor. Across
Delaware Avenue from this
preserved strip the Nature
Center of Cape May was
founded in 1992 dedicated to
promote responsible stewardship for open space around the harbor and provide environmental education about it.
Today’s Cape May Harbor has something for everybody.
Fishermen and pleasure boaters have marinas for every
budget. Anglers can also participate in a wide variety of
tournaments featuring Striped Bass, Flounder, Sharks, and
big game fish such as Marlin, Mahi Mahi, Bluefish, and Wahoo. These tournaments are highlighted by the South Jersey
Marina’s Mid-Atlantic $500,000, boat for boat the richest
marlin and tuna tournament in the world and bringing millions of dollars into the area’s economy. Boats sailing from
the South Jersey and Miss Chris Marinas offer party boat
fishing, nature and sight-seeing cruises, and even kayaking.. The Corinthian Yacht Club offers a wide variety of
races and activities. Tourists can learn about the ecology of
the harbor via programs at the Nature Center of Cape May
or boat tours from harbor docks. They can learn about the
history and many activities around the harbor on tours from
the Mid-Atlantic Center for the Arts. All this while being
one of the top commercial fishing ports on the East Coast.
Visitors can eat at several harborside restaurants which offer
a variety of dining options.
Today’s Cape May harbor exceeds the most optimistic
dreams of the Victorians and is a vital part of Cape May’s
revival as a tourist destination and the revitalization of its
economy.

by Mark Allen
We all like to think we live an adventurous life, but how
many of us do, really? Well, imagine that you’re getting
ready to retire. You’ve spent the past 50 years making a living and taking your pleasure in competitive racing sailboats,
mostly on the Chesapeake. Face it; you’ve lived most of
your life at 8 to 9 knots….tops! Retire, maybe; retire to
the same old life of sailing, NEVER! Lucky for you, you
bump into young Brian Logue who introduces you to the
fast lane. The next thing you know you’re racing offshore to
go marlin fishing in a brand new 48 Viking with the always
colorful Captain Hook at the helm.
The name on the transom, Sailmaker, virtually screams,
“Tell my story!” In 1959 Rich Hendrickson won his first
sailing trophy. The race was held in the Barnegat Bay and
Rich won it in a “sneakbox.” Is this a Jersey Boy or what?
His father, the 1939 Jersey Coast champion, was already
well known as a competitive sailboat racer in the Chesapeake. It was only natural that Rich followed suit and set
up housekeeping and his business in the great sailing town
of Annapolis. In short order, he made his own mark on Annapolis’ racing scene, usually in 30-40’ Chesapeake Bay racing boats. During the course of his sailing career his mantle
had become crowded with over 300 trophies, including one
for winning the Annapolis World Series.
A sailmaker by trade, his profession has kept Rich on the
inner circle of “who’s who” among sailors. He’s sailed with
and made sails for John Wright, a five time America’s Cup
veteran. And then there’s Professor Marvin Creamer of New
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Jersey. Between December 21, 1982 and May 17, 1984,
the professor successfully circumnavigated the globe in a
sailboat using only environmental cues and an hourglass.
His sails? Fashioned by our own Rich Hendrickson. Interestingly, Creamer sailed from and returned to South Jersey
Marina, in Cape May.
When asked, Rich sums up his sailing career this way,
“Been there, done that.” But then he quickly adds, “At 62, I
decided it was time for a new adventure.” He continues, “I
wanted something I could fish in, something that would get
me offshore quickly, and something I could live on.”
First there was a 35 Cabo, which Rich took delivery of in
January. “But I wanted more of a family boat. That’s when
I met Brian Logue. He suggested I look at a 54 Ocean and
a 48 Viking. They were both very nice boats, but when my
wife and son and I took the Viking for a test drive around
Cape May Point at 37 knots, I was sold. That boat is like a
floating condo!”
Rich took delivery of the Sailmaker just in time for the
2008 Viking-Ocean Showdown. “We did ok too. I caught
my first white marlin and we brought back a 35# dolphin
that stayed on the board for a while. I had done a little fishing on the Little Egg Harbor when I was younger,
but this was a whole new experience for me!”
“I need a Captain, at least for now,” He adds.
Hook is helping me to learn the ropes, how not to
panic and how to use all the equipment and electronics. Remember, I’m used to 8 knots, Sailmaker
cruises at 31.” When asked about electronics, Rich
laughs again, “I’m used to a compass and a handheld GPS. Brent Alderfer from Offshore Electronics sold me a great package, NAVNET 3D, FLIR,
the whole deal. That’s why I need help.”
For a man who’s about to “retire” Rich Hendrickson is a busy guy. He sits on the Boy Scouts
of American Executive Board for the Burlington
County Council. He’s an avid duck hunter, hunts
deer in North Carolina, and this winter? “The boat
is going to Florida.”
Whew! Just try to keep up with this retired
sailor and his Sailmaker!

Q: Phil, we know that Sea Tow is more than a towing service. Why don’t you tell our readers about the services
and projects Sea Tow and North Star get involved with?
A: Of course SeaTow is best known for our membership
program and servicing our members keeps us busy much
of the year with towing, jump starts, ungroundings etc.
Additionally we service non-members and commercial
vessels at an hourly charge. We also use our boats and
barges for a variety of projects ranging from scientific
research, side scan sonar searches, marine construction
and dredging support and we provide barges for numerous
fireworks shows in the region. We recently deployed 500
reef balls on various NJ artificial reef sites for NJ Fish
and Game. For a separate NJ Fish and Game project, we
placed 8000 bushels of crushed clam shells on a one acre
site in Barnegat Bay to help re-establish oyster habitat.
Our sister company, Northstar Environmental Services,
provides oil spill cleanup services both on water and land.
We have worked on large spill responses in major ports in
the Mid-Atlantic region as well as land spills from tanker
trucks, loading terminals, and storage tanks. A very popular environmental service for boaters is our fuel polishing
and fuel tank cleaning service. That has been particularly
busy since the introduction of ethanol based gas which is
not very well suited for the marine environment.
Q: How did you become involved in this business? (What’s
your background, are you from this area, etc.)
A: I grew up in Willow Grove, PA and loved boating from
an early age. All of our family vacations involved boating
in some fashion. After I graduated High school I went
right to work in a small boat shop in PA for 5 years.
From there I moved to Sea Isle City and ran a marina
for a friend of mine for another 5 years. It was there that
I became interested in the towing and salvage business
and I realized that there was a need for a marine towing
service in the Sea Isle/Avalon area. In 1990 I bought my
1st towboat and began Northstar Marine. The following
year I became associated with SeaTow as a franchise and
gradually expanded to Cape May and the Delaware Bay
over the next 5 years.

Q: Have you seen membership grow over the years?
A: In the early years we did not really focus much on membership as we were more concerned with just towing for
an hourly rate. Memberships where difficult to sell back
then due to the fact that boaters still thought they could
call the USCG for a tow and seemed to be willing to take
the chance they would not need our assistance. By the end
of my 1st year with SeaTow, I only had about 20 members. Membership growth was very slow until the late
90’s when we started to see huge increases in our membership each year. Today we hold pretty steady at around
5000 members in our area every year.
Q: Do you have a territory? If so how far do you range?
A: For SeaTow our area ranges from Corsons Inlet to Cape
May and from Cape May up the Delaware Bay to just
below the Salem Nuclear plant and it goes offshore out to
75 miles. However, we will in some instances transit out
to 100 miles or more if needed. For our environmental
services we will pretty much go anywhere and over the
years we have traveled from the Gulf of Mexico, all along
the eastern seaboard up to and including Maine.
Q: Tell us about your equipment. How many and what type
of vessels comprise your “fleet?”
A: We have a total of 12 boats, (1) 22’ Rigid hull inflatable, (2) 24’ Aluminum Monarks, (3) 26’ Shamrocks, (1)
33’ Rigid Hull Inflatable, (1) 43’ Aluminum converted
offshore lobster boat (1) 43’ Aluminum Crew boat (1) 45’
Steel Tugboat, (1) 50’ Aluminum towboat/Salvage vessel
(1) 92’ Steel Towboat/Salvage vessel We also have a fleet
of 8 barges ranging from 45’ to 140’, and a significant
amount of salvage and dive equipment as well as environmental equipment including vacuum trucks, backhoes,
excavators, heavy hauling trucks and trailers and a host of
other support equipment, tools and supplies. We are fairly
self sufficient for any salvage project for vessels up to
approx. 150’ and also for large oil spills both on land and
in the water.
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Q: Do you have a sense on the future of recreational boating in our area?
A: Boaters in Cape May County are a pretty die hard bunch
with a significant percentage of them being sport fisherman and local recreational cruisers. I know from comparing our membership data with that of the rest of the
SeaTow network that the average size boat in our area is
about 25’ as compared to 28’-30’ in many other east coast
ports. We do not have a lot of expensive large cruising
boats that leave the area which means that most of our
boaters stay local which is both cost effective for them
and good for the local marine businesses. In general, the
smaller boats are used more often and their owners are not
easily swayed from
boating even in the
poor economical
climate that we are
currently experiencing. While our
membership has
dropped slightly
in the past year
we seemed to
have leveled off at
this point. I think
there is still room
for growth in the
boating market in
our area. Even in
the recent economic boom we
experienced, I still
observed empty
slips in marinas and
private docks throughout the area. I believe that it will
take some “outside the box” or should we say “outside
the boat” thinking to generate more interest in boating.
Improvements in customer service, upgraded facilities and
dockside amenities are a few of the things that the industry is doing to gain and retain new customers. I think your
Strictly Jersey Boat Show is a great example of outside
the box thinking that will be needed to insure recreational
boating stays strong in our area.
Q: We’ve heard you’re involved in other business ventures; care to share that information with our readers?
A: Well, I always felt it was good to be diversified in business and that is what I have seemed to have migrated
towards. I also believe that it is often advantageous to
have good partners if you are going to be diversified and
be successful. I have various partners in all my business
ventures which include Boat World Marina in Leesburg,
NJ, Martek Marine Electronics in Clermont, NJ and
Meadowview Auto Repair in Dennisville, NJ.
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Q: We know you’re involved with Big Brothers and Big
Sisters of Cape May County. Care to give the organization a plug?
A: I would love to give them a plug! I have been a Big
Brother for 12 years and have been on the Board of
Directors for the past 4 years. I can tell you firsthand
how important it is for at-risk children to have a mentor
to support them and help them through their childhood
and teenage years. Statistics clearly show that children
with a Big Brother or Big Sister are 46% less likely to use
drugs, 27% less likely to use alcohol, 52% less likely to
skip school, more confident in their schoolwork and more
trusting of their parents. The frustrating part for me is that
we have always had a
waiting list for boys
waiting to be matched
due to a serious lack
of men willing to
volunteer to be big
brothers. It only takes
a few hours at least
every other week to
make a significant
difference in a young
person’s life, but sadly, many men are not
willing to make that
commitment. The
bottom line is that we
need both volunteers
and also donations as
a significant amount
of our state funding
has been eliminated
at the same time that private donations have dwindled to
the lowest levels in years. I am hopeful that some of your
readers will be able to help, they can call 609-653-8250 or
visit www. bbbsatlanticcape.org
Q: We bet you have a whole book of sea stories and have
seen some amazingly stupid things that people do and
get in trouble with. Could you tell us your favorite story?
A: Well, the hard part is picking just one story as there are
so many great ones to choose from. How about I give you
a few short ones? We had a boater in the Delaware Bay
one night, lost in the fog with no GPS and no clue where
he was. After searching for him for several hours he called
us on the VHF. He was all excited because there was a
slight break in the fog and that we could now find him as
he stated: “I am directly under the moon”. Similar to that
was another lost and disabled boater who was describing
the clouds that he was underneath somewhere far offshore. The good news is that we did eventually find both
of them. We were once called to assist a Russian submarine that was being towed up the coast to Nova Scotia
for the filming of the Harrison Ford movie K-19, The

Widow Maker. It seems that the sub was taking on water
and needed underwater epoxy for emergency repairs. A
few minutes later they called back to ask if we could also
bring some milk, bread and eggs for the crew. I could go
on for days with stories, all of them true, but I will finish
with this one. I responded to assist a 40’ trawler aground
in the bay behind Stone Harbor. I informed the Capt. that
he was too far aground for me to be able to re-float him,
but he insisted that I try anyway. I pulled hard for some
time to no avail and the owner still insisted I try pulling harder. Against my better judgment, I continued, and
eventually I pulled the bow bit right off the boat. As I
approached the boat to return his bit, a lady came running out of the cabin and threw a suitcase over the rail
into my boat and told me to take her to shore. She was
followed by her husband who looked at me and said:
“do as she wishes.” As it turned out, it was their maiden
voyage and his wife decided boating was not for her after the boat ended up high and dry and heeled over on a
30 degree angle. Her plan was to take a cab back to her
home in Maryland. The problem was that it was the 4th
of July weekend and it was not likely that she would
find a cab or a hotel. She told me she didn’t care as long
as she never had to go on that boat again!

Q: Any parting words for our readers and your customers?
A: No matter how new your boat, how many engines you
have, how much experience you have. please buy a
membership so when we tow you in, we can write NO
CHARGE on your invoice as the average tow cost is now
over $400. And this fall we towed a recreational boat in
from the Canyon and the bill would have been $4,200.
Fortunately, he was a member!
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Tuna, mahi mahi, marlin, wahoo, shark! Do you crave
the thrill of an offshore fishing adventure but you don’t own
a boat? Perhaps you’re not sure if your boat is quite large
enough to handle a fight with a 400 pound blue marlin or a
200 pound blue fin. It could be that your boat just isn’t up
to a canyon run and all the wear and tear that a 90- mile run
offshore entails. Or maybe you want to make your first offshore experience in the company of an experienced Captain
with his professional mate on board their fully equipped
boat so that you can see how the pros do it. Taking those
factors into consideration, the prudent choice might just be a
CHARTER!
South Jersey Marina in Cape May, New Jersey is home
port to the largest charter fleet in the region. Our vessels
range in size from 37’ to 68’ and are licensed to carry up to
81 passengers, although most of them are chartered for up
to 6 anglers. These charter trips are commonly called “sixpacks”.
Generally, our fishing trips fall into two categories:
INSHORE, or those trips within 20 miles of the beach,
and OFFSHORE, which, though offshore, typically stay
within 65 miles. Inshore trips generally go for striped bass,
flounder, bluefish, mackerel, bonito, tautog and sea bass,
depending on season and water temperature. The offshore
adventure targets large sportfishing trophy fish such as marlin, tuna, wahoo and mahi mahi.
Shark fishing is in a category all by itself since a specific
class of bait and tackle are required to successfully catch
these large predators of the sea. Generally, most types of
sharks can be found around wrecks and underwater structures, 30 – 35 miles offshore.
The chart below provides a general idea of what’s biting
and when, during a typical fishing season. Of course, an
important contributing factor is water temperature. South
Jersey’s Charter Coordinator or Dockmaster can provide
useful up-to-date information on what’s “in-the-bite.”
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A common misconception is that chartering a “six-pack”
is expensive. However, when the cost for a charter is shared
by six anglers, most people find that the cost is relatively
modest. For example, when 6 anglers book an inshore trip
of 6 hours for flounder, striped bass, sea bass, etc., it typically costs $100 per angler. An offshore trip for 12 hours
to catch marlin, tuna, dolphin and wahoo, might cost each
angler $300. It is important to remember that these prices
are comprehensive in that they include everything except an
angler’s food and drink. When the costs are reduced to an
hourly rate, anglers who charter are paying between $15.00
and $25.00 per hour for a boat, fuel, tackle, bait, mate,
licensed Captain and experience.
Experience of course is the key. A professional charter
Captain and his mate’s experience are the essential element
in a successful fishing trip, while the experience of a “hookup” is something that will stay with an angler for a lifetime.
In Cape May, New Jersey, located just across the canal
bridge at the end of the Parkway is the finest collection of
Charter vessels in Southern New Jersey. Nicknamed Murderers Row by the locals because of their uncanny ability to
“raise fish” the charter fleet at South Jersey represents the
most unique gathering of seafarers since Blackbeard sailed
up the Delaware in 1716.
For some, “Murderers Row” evokes memories of the
magnificent 1927 New York Yankees, or a movie by the
same name, but in Cape May “Murderers Row” is the destination for great sportfishing and boating.
Down on “The Row” they have something for everyone
and every group. Large or small, experienced angler or
novice, everyone is welcome and everyone’s experience will
be unique.

The 2009 South Jersey big game tournament season is indeed here and everyone has
been telling us how anxious they are to get
out on the rip, compete, and have some fun.
It is our intention to accommodate that desire
in the most enjoyable way possible and that
includes giving you the best tournament experience found anywhere, and the biggest bang
for your tournament buck!
Again for 2009 we have several great events to
choose from. Whether you like lunk’n for stripers or
hunting those crazy white marlin, it’s time to have
some fun and get back to what we all love doing chasing fish!
Please look over the tournament info on the following pages and if you have any questions simply
give us a call. All tournament info can be found
at www.SouthJerseyTournaments.com including
downloadable brochures and entry forms.

We’re in the process of upgrading all of our
websites. Each one will have a new look and some
special features. The photo galleries have a really
neat new interface and include the ability to send
e-cards, etc. The aforementioned tournament site
and the all-new Mid-Atlantic 500,000 site, www.
MidAtlantic500000.com are up and running. Please
let us know what you think.
In the meantime, break out the gear, ready the
boat, and let’s go fishing!
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The annual South Jersey Shark Tournament is the first competitive big-game fishing opportunity of the season. Averaging 185 to 200 boats each year, this event is the premiere Shark
Tournament in the Mid-Atlantic region. With a cast of over 1,000 anglers participating annually, this exciting event takes place when the bite has been historically at its best in our productive waters off of Cape May. Our shark tournament is structured to provide participants with
the best possible fishing hours, lucrative cash prizes and an equal chance for boats of all sizes
to compete – all while setting an example of sportsmanship and sound conservation practices.
The entry fee is $525 per boat which provides
eligibility for tournament prizes and five tickets to
all dockside dinners and festivities (additional tickets
can be purchased at the Captains meeting). In 2008
we made some slight changes to our Calcutta options,
so make sure to check those out in the Calcutta section of this brochure.
Last year available prize money reached a record
$336,005 and we’re anticipating topping the 300K
mark again this year! If you enjoy competitive shark

fishing, dockside parties and the camaraderie inherent
in this sport, there is no better opportunity to enjoy
yourself with family and friends than the South Jersey Shark Tournament. If you need transient dockage
and want to be where the action is, be sure to make
your reservations early to guarantee yourself a spot at
South Jersey Marina or Canyon Club Resort.
IMPORTANT: This event is run in accordance
with all current state & federal rules & regulations.
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$525 per boat
Entry Fee includes activity tickets for 5 participants
(additional tickets can be purchased at the Captains’ Meeting.)

Participants who pay their Entry Fee prior to June 1 will
be eligible for a “Free Entry Drawing” which will be held at
the Captains’ Meeting. The lucky winner will receive a full
refund of their $525 Entry Fee - enter early!

The following information describes the various “Calcutta” levels that are available for those who wish to indulge.
All Calcuttas are additional opportunities to win.
Remember, Calcutta prize money is separate from tournament proceeds and you are under no obligation to enter
any of these additional levels. It is strictly your option and
you may enter as many as you wish or none at all. 95% of
Calcutta entries will be paid out. To be eligible for Calcutta
prizes, fish must be caught according to tournament rules
and meet the tournament’s minimum weight standards.
Percentages listed are of total purse within each
Calcutta.

Thursday, June 11
6:00 PM • Late Registration - Canyon Club
7:30 PM Sharp • Captains’ Meeting - Canyon Club
Friday, June 12
7:00 AM • Depart Inlet
9:30 AM - 4:30 PM • Fishing
3:30 PM - 7:30 PM • Weigh-In at South Jersey Marina
6:30 PM • Dockside Dining, Live Music - Canyon Club
Saturday, June 13
7:00 AM • Depart Inlet
9:30 AM - 4:30 PM • Fishing
3:30 PM - 7:30 PM • Weigh-In at South Jersey Marina
6:30 PM • Dockside Dining, Live Music, Awards Canyon Club
Sunday, June 14 • Alternate

Valuable trophies will be awarded for:
Most Points Blue • Most Points Mako
Most Points Overall
200 points per Blue Released • 200 points per Mako Released
1 pt. per lb. for boated Blues or Makos equal to or over min. weight.
In the event of a tie in a points category, the winner shall be
the first boat reaching the winning point accumulation.

The minimum weight for all sharks in this tournament is 200 lbs.
Heaviest Shark - Any Species • $3,000
2nd Heaviest Shark - Any Species • $1,500
3rd Heaviest Shark - Any Species • $1,000
Heaviest Mako - 200 lb. min. • $3,000
2nd Heaviest Mako - 200 lb. min. • $1,500
3rd Heaviest Mako - 200 lb. min. • $1,000
Heaviest Mako Day 1 - 200 lb. min. • $1,000
Heaviest Mako Day 2 - 200 lb. min. • $1,000
Heaviest Blue - 200 lb. min. • $2,000
Total • $15,000

Good Luck!

Entry Fee - Calcutta “A” $400 · Calcutta “B” $800
Each overall Calcutta covers the following categories
for the tournament overall

Heaviest Shark • 20%
Heaviest Mako • 25%
Heaviest Blue • 15%

2nd Heaviest Shark • 15%
2nd Heaviest Mako • 15%
2nd Heaviest Blue • 10%

DAILY DOUBLE • Entry Fee - $300

Covers the following categories for Day 1 and Day 2

Heaviest Shark Day 1 • 12.5% Heaviest Shark Day 2 • 12.5%
Heaviest Mako Day 1 • 25%
Heaviest Mako Day 2 • 25%
Heaviest Blue Day 1 • 12.5% Heaviest Blue Day 2 • 12.5%
MAKO MANIA JACKPOT • Entry Fee - $1,000

Covers the Mako category only for the tournament overall

Heaviest Mako • 60%

2nd Heaviest Mako • 40%

Available to all participants at no additional fee.
$50,000 will be awarded to the first angler who lands a
New Jersey State Record Mako or Blue.
Note: The winning fish must be caught according to
tournament rules. Only one prize will be awarded. The
winning fish, angler and crew of the Monster Shark Bonus
will be subject to catch verification procedures which may
include polygragh examination of the angler and crew.
NJ State Record Mako Shark • 856 lbs., caught 1994*
NJ State Record Blue Shark • 366 lbs., caught 1996*
*Records current as of 11/7/2008
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Overall Calcuttas

In the event that no qualifying 2nd
place fish is caught, the prize money
will go to the 1st place fish in that
category.
If no fish is caught in a particular
category, the prize money will be
equally divided among the winners of
the other categories.
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Daily Double

In the event that no fish is caught in
a particular category, the prize money
for that category will be equally divided among the winners of the other
categories for that day.
If no qualifying fish are caught on Day
One, that prize money will be awarded
to the winners of the corresponding
categories on Day Two and vice versa.

Mako Mania Jackpot

In the event that no qualifying 2nd
place fish is caught, the prize money
will go to the 1st place fish.
In the event that no qualifying fish
are caught at all, the entries will be
returned.

1. Registration is by boat rather than by angler. The Tournament Directors reserve the right to decline
the entry of any boat or crew.
2. All boats must sail from and return to Cape May Inlet, except that boats with no fish to be weighed
may return to home port after the last day of fishing.
3. Boundaries for the tournament will be 60 nautical miles from the Cape May Sea Buoy.
4. Boats are not permitted to clear the Cape May Sea Buoy prior to 7:00 AM with the exception of the
official weather boats which may leave at 6:00 AM.
5. No lines or bait of any kind, including chum, may be put into the water until starting time is announced by a Committee Boat. Starting time is 9:30 AM.
6. Moves during the day should be accomplished with care for established slicks. Boats passing
through competitors’ slicks within 300 yards may be subject to disqualification.
7. Participants shall comply with I.G.F.A. equipment and angling rules with the following exceptions:
A) Fish may be dispatched by gun or bangstick after they have been wired; B) No harpoons, dart
gaffs or greensticks; C) A fish may be hooked by someone other than the angler provided the rod is
immediately transferred to the angler after hook-up. From that time on, the angler must fight the
fish alone until boated or released. The Tournament Directors retain sole authority for interpreting
and implementing the I.G.F.A.’s rules. (The use of mammal blood or flesh is prohibited.)
8. No more than 5 lines may be fished from any boat, regardless of number of anglers.
9. Fishing will be on each scheduled day unless cancelled by the weather committee by 9:30 AM. Only
one day need be fished for the tournament to be considered official and prizes to be awarded.
10. All fish boated or released must be reported to a committee boat at the time of the catch.
11. For release purposes, a fish will be considered caught when the mate grabs the leader or the swivel
touches the tip of the rod.
12. Fishing ends at 4:30 PM on each fishing day. Any fish hooked prior to the deadline may be played
until boated or released, provided that said fish is reported hooked (to a committee boat) before
the deadline.
13. All eligible fish must be available for weigh-in at South Jersey Marina by 7:30 PM aboard the boat
on which they were caught. Fractional weights will be rounded to the nearest pound. Weigh-in
begins at 3:30 PM.
14. For release points to count, boats must be dockside by the weigh-in deadline and submit a Daily
Catch Report by 8:30 PM.

15. In the event of a tie in the point categories, the winner shall be the first boat reaching the winning
point accumulation.
16. In the event of a tie in the cash prize categories, the prize money will be equally divided between
those tying.
17. In the event that less than three (3) qualifying fish are taken in any category, the unwon prize
money will be proportionally divided among the winners in that category. In the event that any
Tournament Prize category is not won at all, that prize money will be equally divided among the
winners of the other categories with the exception of the prize money for daily heaviest Mako.
18. In the event that there is not a qualifying Mako caught on Day 1, the daily Tournament prize money
will go to the heaviest qualifying Mako of Day 2. If there are no qualifying Makos caught, the
Tournament prize money for the daily heaviest Mako will go to the heaviest shark.
19. In the event of boat disability, contestants may transfer to another boat not entered in the tournament and may fish in the name of the original, with prior approval of the Tournament Directors.
20. Anglers may not switch to another boat nor can anyone from another boat come aboard to assist in
fighting or boating a fish.
21. For the purpose of identification, a porbeagle will be considered a mako.
22. In order to be eligible for awards, prizes and Calcuttas, fish must be caught legally by state and
federal regulations under an angling, general or charter/headboat category permit.
23. All fish eligible for cash prizes may be subject to examination by the Tournament Directors, consulting biologists and/or Torrymeter, should there be any question as to the “freshness” of the catch.
It shall be the responsibility of the participant to keep all eligible catches in suitable and proper
condition until weigh-in. In the event of any disputes arising from such examination, the decision
of the Tournament Directors shall be final. Polygraph examination may be required of winning
crews.
24. Allegations of violations of any of the above rules may be submitted only by an official tournament
registrant and must be submitted in writing on the day of the alleged infraction. In the event of
such an allegation, the tournament directors will have the sole and exclusive responsibility to
investigate the alleged incident and to rule as to whether any violation materially aided the angler,
crew, or vessel, or otherwise affected the outcome of the tournament. Any subsequent penalty will
be solely at the discretion of the tournament directors and shall be final. In all cases, registrant and
their crews agree to be bound by the ruling of the tournament directors.

BAIT: Whole mackeral (25# flats) and chum (whole bunker, bunker and mackeral) available at South Jersey and Canyon Club. Pre-order or order upon arrival. Call 609-884-2400
for information or to pre-order.

A limited number of slips will be available at South Jersey
Marina and the Canyon Club for the Shark Tournament.
Transient rates are $3.25 per foot, per day (includes electric) X 4 days minimum. (June 11-14.) To reserve a slip for
the Tournament, call now: 609-884-2400.

July 8-12 ~ The War Offshore

If your summer ride is either a Viking or an Ocean, then this annual event held in Cape May, New
Jersey, is a must. Officially called the Viking-Ocean Showdown (Viking won last year, hence the name
placement) the event is hosted by Canyon Club Resort Marina and sponsored by South Jersey Yacht
Sales. Now in its 20th year, the Showdown has evolved into a perennial favorite, as owners and crews
of these two fine sportfish families meet in Cape May to go head-to-head in offshore action and to take
advantage of Canyon Club’s superb hospitality and the camaraderie that has come to define the event.
Cocktails and a raw bar furnished by the world
famous Lobster House Restaurant at the Wednesday night Captain’s Meeting herald the start of
every Showdown. Designed as a fish two-of-three
day format, a lay-day is normally scheduled for
Friday. While the Showdown is an all “catch and
release” event for billfish, the tournament does
award points for the heaviest tuna, wahoo and
dolphin brought back to the scales.
After a full day offshore on Thursday, participants gather under the “big-top” for dockside dining and entertainment. The day’s points are added
up and both teams strategize for the next day of
fishing. With a scheduled lay day on Friday, there
is plenty of time to do just that.
Friday’s primary activity is a catered lunch and
frozen Pina Colada party held poolside at Canyon
Club. Participating Vikings and Oceans at rest
in the marina provide the perfect backdrop for a
relaxing afternoon. The luncheon provided by the
Washington Inn, and the smooth tunes of a steel
drum band only add to an already mellow mood.
A free Friday night provides the perfect opportunity for some participants to take advantage of
Cape May’s reputation as the “restaurant capital
of the east coast” while others visit with friends at
impromptu dock parties.
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Both teams race back offshore on Saturday for
the second and final day of fishing. All lines must
be out of the water by 3:00 in the afternoon and
fish that are going to be weighed must be to the
scales by 8:00 P.M. Last minute surprises are no
surprise at this event as major turnarounds on the
leader board commonly occur right up until the
scales close.
Surprise, anticipation and maybe even a bit of
trepidation sets the tone under the tent at the Saturday night awards banquet. Lobster, fresh local
seafood and roast beef are provided once again by
the Lobster House while live entertainment provides the backdrop. Finally, everyone holds their
breath, as the Tournament Director steps up to the
microphone.
Win or lose, in the end, regardless of who takes
home the Perpetual Trophy, both teams go home
winners because this tournament is about much
more than points. It’s about a unique friendship
based on a shared common passion, regardless of
whether that passion is found on an Ocean or a
Viking.

All activities associated with the Showdown will
take place at Canyon Club Resort Marina

Wednesday, July 8, 2009
4:00 p.m. - ?
Registration, Cocktail Reception and
Captains’ Meeting, Under the Big-Top

Thursday, July 9, 2009
8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. • Fish Day
7:30 p.m. - ? • Dockside Dining
Entertainment Under the Big-Top

Friday, July 10, 2009
1:00 p.m. - ?
Lay Day & Pina Colada Pool Party

Saturday, July 11, 2009
8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. • Fish Day
7:30 p.m. - ? • Dockside Dining
Entertainment, Awards Ceremony
Under the Big-Top

Sunday, July 12, 2009

Team Award - Winner Take All
Most points accumulated in
White Marlin, Blue Marlin and Tuna Divisions

Individual Awards
Most points White Marlin (Boat award)
100 points per release
Most points Blue Marlin (Boat award)
300 points per release
Most points Tuna (Boat award)
1/2 point per pound, 50 lbs. or over
(any weight can win Heaviest Tuna Prize)
Most points overall (High boat award)
Heaviest Tuna (Angler award)
Heaviest Dolphin (Angler award)
Heaviest Wahoo (Angler award)
Top Lady Angler (Most points)

Alternate

Top Junior Angler (Most points)

1. All boats must sail from and return to Cape May Inlet, except that boats with no fish to be
weighed may return to home port after their last day of fishing.
2. Boats are not permitted to clear the Cape May Sea Buoy prior to 4:30 AM.
3. Fishing will be on each scheduled day unless cancelled by the weather committee by
6:30 AM.
4. No lines of any kind may be put into the water until starting time is announced by a committee boat. Starting time is 8:30 AM.
5. There is no limit on the number of lines or teasers.
6. All billfish released must be reported to a committee boat when caught, giving boat number.
The committee boat will respond and give time of catch. Tuna boated over 50 lbs. should also
be reported.
7. Participants shall comply with I.G.F.A. equipment and angling rules with the following
exceptions: A) Live baiting is not permitted; B) Harpoons, dart gaffs or greensticks are not
permitted; C) A fish may be hooked by someone other than the angler provided the rod is
immediately transferred to the angler after hook-up. From that time on, the angler must
fight the fish alone until boated or released. The Tournament Directors retain sole authority
for interpreting and implementing the I.G.F.A.’s rules.
8. This is a trolling tournament. While hook-ups accomplished with no headway are permissible
if they occur at a time when baits settle while fighting another fish, the use of live bait or
stopping and casting or pitching to tailing fish or fish balling bait is not permissible.
9. For release purposes, a fish will be considered caught when the mate grabs the leader, or the
swivel touches the rod tip.
10. Fishing ends at 3:00 PM. Any fish hooked prior to the deadline may be played until boated or
released, provided that the hook-up was confirmed by a committee boat before the deadline.
11. All eligible fish must be available for weigh-in at Canyon Club Resort Marina by 8:00 PM
aboard the boat on which they were caught. Fractional weights will be rounded to the nearest pound. Weigh-in begins at 5:00 PM.

12. For release points to count boats must be dockside by the weigh-in deadline & submit a daily
catch report by 9:00 PM at the weigh station.
13. In the event of a tie, the winner will be the first boat or team to reach the winning point
accumulation.
14. Only one day need be fished for the tournament to be considered official and prizes to be
awarded.
15. In the event of boat disability, contestants may transfer to another boat not entered in the
tournament and may fish in the name of the original, with the prior approval of the Tournament Directors.
16. Anglers may not switch to another boat nor can anyone from another boat come aboard to
assist in fighting or boating a fish.
17. In order to be eligible for awards & prizes, fish must be caught legally by state & federal
regulations under an angling, general or charter/headboat category permit.
18. All fish eligible for cash prizes may be subject to examination by the Tournament Directors,
consulting biologists and/or Torrymeter, should there be any question as to the “freshness”
of the catch. It shall be the responsibility of the participant to keep all eligible catches in
suitable and proper condition until weigh-in. In the event of any disputes arising from such
examination, the decision of the Tournament Directors shall be final. Polygraph examination
may be required of winning crews.
19. Allegations of violations of any of the above rules may be submitted only by an official
tournament registrant and must be submitted in writing on the day of the alleged infraction.
In the event of such an allegation, the tournament directors will have the sole and exclusive
responsibility to investigate the alleged incident and to rule as to whether any violation
materially aided the angler, crew, or vessel, or otherwise affected the outcome of the tournament. Any subsequent penalty will be solely at the discretion of the tournament directors
and shall be final. In all cases, registrant and their crews agree to be bound by the ruling of
the tournament directors.
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If you like Trolling or Chunking (or both!) for tuna, this is one exciting event that you
won’t want to pass-up. You get to fish 2 of 3 days, captain’s choice, for yellowfin and/or
bluefin. What’s great about this tournament is that boats of all sizes can compete and have
a great competitive experience.
You can also enter this tournament at various financial levels so you can compete where
you feel comfortable - but as always, the more you’re in, the more you win. Plus we’ll
have our always enjoyable Captain’s Meeting and an outstanding awards dinner and celebration – all in traditional South Jersey style! We hope you’ll consider joining us in July
and take part in one of South Jersey’s premier events. It’s going to be a lot of fun!

$750.00 on or before July 1st
$825.00 after July 1st

Entry fee includes Awards Party Tickets for 5 participants.
(Additional tickets can be purchased.)

Eligible species for the Mid-Atlantic Tuna Tournament
will be yellowfin (includes bigeye) and bluefin. In this
event, bigeye tuna will be considered yellowfin for identification purposes and will be eligible as such in all tournament and calcutta categories.

Wednesday, July 15
4:00 pm - 6:00 pm • Captains’ Meeting
Canyon Club Resort Marina
Thursday, July 16
7:30 am - 3:30 pm • Available Fish Day
5:00 pm - 8:00 pm • Weigh-In, South Jersey Marina
Friday, July 17
7:30 am - 3:30 pm • Available Fish Day
5:00 pm - 8:00 pm • Weigh-In, South Jersey Marina
Saturday, July 18
7:30 am - 3:30 pm • Available Fish Day
5:00 pm - 8:00 pm • Weigh-In, South Jersey Marina
8:00 pm • Awards Party and Presentation
Canyon Club Resort Marina
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Heaviest Tuna (yellowfin or bluefin)
2nd Heaviest Tuna
Heaviest Yellowfin
2nd Heaviest Yellowfin
Heaviest Bluefin
2nd Heaviest Bluefin
Heaviest Stringer*
2nd Heaviest Stringer*
3rd Heaviest Stringer*

$5,000.00
$3,000.00
$4,000.00
$2,000.00
$4,000.00
$2,000.00
$2,500.00
$1,500.00
$1,000.00

Total* $25,000.00
The following information describes the various additional entry levels (calcuttas) that are available for those
who wish to indulge. Remember, calcutta prize money is
separate from tournament proceeds and you are under
no obligation to enter any of these additional levels. It is
strictly your option and you may enter as many as you
wish or none at all. 95% of calcutta entries will be paid
out. To be eligible for calcutta prizes, fish must be caught
according to tournament rules. (Percentages listed are of
total purse within each calcutta.) Good luck!

$300.00

Heaviest Tuna of the tournament • 50%
2nd Heaviest Tuna of the tournament • 30%
3rd Heaviest Tuna of the tournament • 20%

$2,000.00

Heaviest Yellowfin of the tournament • 60%
2nd Heaviest Yellowfin of the tournament • 40%

$2,000.00

Heaviest Bluefin of the tournament • 60%
2nd Heaviest Bluefin of the tournament • 40%
Note: Any unwon prize money in the calcuttas will be equally divided
among the winning places within each calcutta. In the Daily Calcutta, if
no qualifying fish is caught on any fish day, the unwon prize money for
that day will be equally divided between the other fish days.

$1,000.00

Heaviest 3 fish of the tournament • 45%
2nd Heaviest 3 fish of the tournament • 25%
3rd Heaviest 3 fish of the tournament • 15%
4th Heaviest 3 fish of the tournament • 10%
5th Heaviest 3 fish of the tournament • 5%
*A Stringer is a boat’s heaviest three fish (yellowfin, including bigeye and/or bluefin) for the tournament. No more than three fish
from each boat will be weighed per eligible fishing day. $25,000
tournament prize money is based on the entry of 100 boats.

A limited number of slips will be available at South
Jersey Marina and the Canyon Club for this event. Transient
rates are $3.25 per foot, per day (includes electric) X 4 days
minimum (July 15-18.) To reserve a slip for the Tournament,
call now: 609-884-2400 • www.SouthJerseyMarina.com

$600.00

Heaviest Tuna Thursday • Heaviest Tuna Friday
Heaviest Tuna Saturday
Daily purses will depend on the number of boats fishing
each day. Your entry in this calcutta will only be added to
the daily purse of the two days that you fish (50% each day.)

BAIT: Ballyhoo (small, medium, large and horse), and butterfish
(25# flats) available at South Jersey and Canyon Club.
Call 609-884-2400 for information or to pre-order.
Please see Mid-Atlantic Tuna Tournament Rules on next page.
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1. Registration is by boat rather than by angler. The Tournament Directors reserve the right to decline
the entry of any boat or crew.
2. All boats must sail from and return to Cape May Inlet, except that boats with no fish to be weighed
may return to home port after their last day of fishing.
3. There are three (3) available fishing days for the tournament. Fishing days for boats entered will
be any two (2) of the available three (3) days, captains’ choice; no weather committee. The crew
members of each individual boat will be solely responsible for the decision as to which days to fish.
The Mid-Atlantic Tuna Tournament assumes no liability or responsibility for any damage or loss.
4. Each boat must pick one NON-FISHING DAY by submitting the official Lay Day Form prior to 10:00
AM on the day selected. Said form must be physically delivered by a member of the boat’s crew to
the dockmaster in the ships store at either Canyon Club Marina or South Jersey Marina. The boat
must be dockside when the lay day is declared. Any boat not submitting the proper form by the
10:00 AM deadline will be automatically assumed to be fishing on that day. Boats may not fish on
lay days unless all of their available fish days have been used. Boats with mechanical problems
or other emergencies may use lay days to arrive late to the tournament so long as it is with the
advance permission of the Tournament Directors and they conform with all other rules.
5. Boundaries for the tournament will be 125 nautical miles from the Cape May Sea Buoy.
6. Boats are not permitted to clear the Cape May Sea Buoy prior to 4:30 AM.
7. No lines or bait of any kind may be put into the water until starting time is announced by a Committee Boat. Starting time is 7:30 AM.
8. Participants shall comply with I.G.F.A. equipment and angling rules with the following exceptions:
A) No harpoons, dart gaffs or greensticks; B) Spreader bars are permitted; C) A fish may be hooked
by someone other than the angler provided the rod is immediately transferred to the anger after
hook-up. From that time on, the angler must fight the fish alone until boated or released. The
Tournament Directors retain sole authority for interpreting and implementing the I.G.F.A.’s rules.
9. There is no limit on the number of lines or teasers.
10. All tuna boated over 75 lbs. should be reported to a Committee Boat at the time of the catch.
11. Fishing ends each day at 3:30 PM. Any fish hooked prior to the deadline may be played until boated
or released, provided that said fish is reported hooked (to a Committee Boat) before the deadline.

12. All eligible fish must be available for weigh-in at South Jersey Marina by 8:00 PM aboard the boat
on which they were caught. Fractional weights will be rounded to the nearest pound. Weigh-in
begins at 5:00 PM.
13. No more than 3 fish will be weighed from any one boat on any fishing day. Participants will be
given tags which must be securely attached to each fish prior to being weighed and must include
boat name and number.
14. In the event of a tie in the cash prize categories, the prize money will be equally divided among
those tying.
15. Only one day need be fished for the tournament to be considered official and prizes to be awarded.
16. In the event of boat disability, contestants may transfer to another boat not entered in the tournament and may fish in the name of the original, with the prior approval of the Tournament Directors.
17. Anglers may not switch to another boat nor can anyone from another boat come aboard to assist in
fighting or boating a fish.
18. In order to be eligible for awards, prizes & calcuttas, fish must be caught legally by state & federal
regulations under an angling, general or charter/headboat category permit.
19. All fish eligible for cash prizes may be subject to examination by the Tournament Directors, consulting biologists and/or Torrymeter, should there be any question as to the “freshness” of the catch.
It shall be the responsibility of the participant to keep all eligible catches in suitable and proper
condition until weigh-in. In the event of any disputes arising from such examination, the decision
of the Tournament Directors shall be final. Polygraph examination may be required of winning
crews.
20. Allegations of violations of any of the above rules may be submitted only by an official tournament
registrant and must be submitted in writing on the day of the alleged infraction. In the event of
such an allegation, the tournament directors will have the sole and exclusive responsibility to
investigate the alleged incident and to rule as to whether any violation materially aided the angler,
crew, or vessel, or otherwise affected the outcome of the tournament. Any subsequent penalty will
be solely at the discretion of the tournament directors and shall be final. In all cases, registrant and
their crews agree to be bound by the ruling of the tournament directors.

A 92 lb. white marlin won this event in each of
the last two years. Our average winning blue marlin is well over 500 lbs. Last year it was 719. There
were also over 450 billfish caught among 145 boats.
Wow! The Mid-Atlantic $500,000 has certainly
been blessed with great fishing over its thrilling 17
year history and there’s no reason to think we won’t
be in the fish again for 2009.
But the fishing is not the only hallmark of this
event. Every year we are told by participants that they
come for the fun, the camaraderie, the sportsmanship and the promotion and practice of conservation.
They also like how we spread the money around to
multiple winners, instead of one or two boats gett’n
it all. Last year, the overall purse was $1,811,950 and
was paid out to 16 different winners!
The great fishing and fun takes place out of two
ports: Cape May, NJ which is the home base of the
event and Ocean City, MD (Sunset Marina is the

OC headquarters) which is our premier satellite
port. Both locations have first class accommodations
and offer distinct amenities for participants to enjoy.
Both ports have full weigh-ins and are visually
linked via computer and broadcast media to keep
everyone informed as the excitement happens.
If you‘re planning on doing some competitive
fishing this year, we hope you’ll choose the 18th Annual Mid-Atlantic $500,000. We believe it’s the
best bang for your tournament buck, and we
know your crew, family and friends will
have a great time creating some
exciting and lasting memories!
See you in August!
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Sunday, August 16, 2009

1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. • Registration, Calcutta
Entries, Welcome Cocktail Party
4:30 p.m. • Captains’ Meeting
Cape May - Canyon Club Resort Marina
Ocean City, MD - Sunset Marina

Monday, August 17, 2009

8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. • Available Fish Day
5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. • Weigh-In at
Canyon Club Marina and Sunset Marina

Tuesday, August 18, 2009

8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. • Available Fish Day
5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. • Weigh-In at
Canyon Club Marina and Sunset Marina

Wednesday, August 19, 2009

8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. • Available Fish Day
5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. • Weigh-In at
Canyon Club Marina and Sunset Marina

Thursday, August 20, 2009

8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. • Available Fish Day
5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. • Weigh-In at
Canyon Club Marina and Sunset Marina

Friday, August 21, 2009

8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. • Available Fish Day
5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. • Weigh-In at
Canyon Club Marina and Sunset Marina
7:30 p.m. - ? • Dockside Dining,
Entertainment and Awards Ceremony
Dockside dining and entertainment will take
place as scheduled by each port’s host marina.
Cape May, NJ - Canyon Club Resort Marina
Ocean City, MD - Sunset Marina

HEAVIEST WHITE MARLIN • $100,000
2ND HEAVIEST WHITE MARLIN • $50,000
3RD HEAVIEST WHITE MARLIN • $25,000
HEAVIEST BLUE MARLIN • $100,000
2ND HEAVIEST BLUE MARLIN • $50,000
3RD HEAVIEST BLUE MARLIN • $25,000
HEAVIEST TUNA • $75,000
2ND HEAVIEST TUNA • $35,000
3RD HEAVIEST TUNA • $20,000
HEAVIEST DOLPHIN • $10,000
HEAVIEST WAHOO • $10,000
TOTAL $500,000
$500,000 prize money based on an entry of 125 boats
(For complete calcutta information go to www.ma500.com)

Prize money will be paid to official registrant
or their designees.

Valuable trophies will be awarded to the winners
of the following categories:

Most Points White Marlin
2nd Most Points White Marlin
3rd Most Points White Marlin
Most Points Blue Marlin
2nd Most Points Blue Marlin
3rd Most Points Blue Marlin

White Marlin - 75 points per release
1 point per pound for fish equal to or over the minimum weight

Blue Marlin - 150 points per release
1/2 point per pound for fish equal to or over the minimum weight

Tuna - 1/2 point per pound

Only fish 50 pounds and over count in point categories.
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Most Points Tuna
2nd Most Points Tuna
3rd Most Points Tuna
Most Points Overall

(Both Marlin & Tuna Points Qualify)

EXHIBITING SPONSORS
Big Game Fishing Journal
Pt. Pleasant, NJ

Belleview, WA

ICOM

Offshore Financial

Christi Marine Insurance

KVH

Penn Reels/Pure Fishing

Bay Head, NJ

Glenside, PA

Middletown, RI

Engines Inc.

Mack Boring & Parts
Union, NJ

Glen Burnie, MD

FLIR

MAN Engines & Components

Ransome Engine /
Caterpillar Distributor

Pleasantville, NJ
North Billerica, MA

Columbia, SC

Poly-Planar

South Plainfield, NJ

Fraser-Volpe

Midlantic Gold Rush

Garmin

Ocean LED

Guy Harvey

Offshore Electronics

Warminster, PA

Hammonton, NJ

Sperry Topsider

Brielle, NJ

Olathe, KA

Lexington, MA

Underwater Lights / Sea Vision

Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Cayman Islands

Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Cape May, NJ

SUPPORTING SPONSORS
Baitmasters

Craig J Manno, Inc.

Lucky Bones

Premier Detailing

Canyon Runner

Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Pennsauken, NJ

Ocean LED Ltd.

Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Sturdy Bank

Costa Marine

Grace Energy / Shell

Pelagic Inc.

WKR Contruction

Miami, FL

Red Bank, NJ

Egg Harbor, NJ

Lodi, NJ

Rio Grande, NJ

Cape May, NJ

Newport Beach, CA

Mullica Hill, NJ
Cape May, NJ
Cape May, NJ

The minimum weight limits to win cash in the Mid-Atlantic $500,000 are as follows:
White Marlin - 60 pounds • Blue Marlin - 400 pounds • Tuna - 50 pounds
Dolphin, Wahoo - No minimum weight
Species eligible for cash prizes in the tuna category shall be limited to yellowfin (Allison), big eye,
and longfin (true albacore). No bluefin, bonito, skipjack, etc.

Federal law prohibits the boating of billfish under
the following size limits:
White Marlin - 66 inches • Blue Marlin - 99 inches

These limits apply to the lower jaw-fork length (tip of the lower jaw to the
fork of the tail) of the fish. A billfish under the minimum size must be released
by cutting the line near the hook without removing the fish from the water.
Under no circumstances may a fish not meeting the Federal and/or State
minimum size limits, regardless of weight, be boated and/or brought back to
the dock.
South Jersey Tournaments will not be responsible for any fine or penalty
incurred by any angler who boats a billfish or tuna which does not meet the
Federal and/or State size limit requirements or other restrictions. It is the
responsibility of the angler to be aware of current Federal and/or State regulations regarding the catching and/or boating of the various species of fish eligible
in this tournament. Fish which do not meet the Federal and/or State size limit
requirements will not be eligible for prizes, regardless of weight.

In the Event that:
1. Less than three (3) qualifying fish are taken in any category, the unwon prize
money will be proportionally divided among the winners in that category.
2. No qualifying white marlin is taken, the unwon prize money will be equally
divided among the winners of the blue marlin category.
3. No qualifying blue marlin is taken, the unwon prize money will be equally
divided among the winners in the white marlin category.
4. No qualifying white or blue marlin is taken, the unwon prize money will be
equally divided among the winners in the tuna category.
5. No qualifying tuna is taken, the unwon prize money will be equally divided
among the winners in the marlin categories.
6. No wahoo is taken, the unwon prize money will go to the heaviest dolphin
and vice versa.
7. No wahoo or dolphin are taken, the unwon prize money will be equally divided
among all winners.
8. No qualifying billfish or tuna is taken, the unwon prize money will be distributed categorically by a drawing among all participating boats.
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1.

Registration is by boat rather than by angler. The Tournament Directors reserve the right to decline the entry of any boat or crew.

2.

Each registrant must designate their choice of Official Inlets; Cape May, NJ or Ocean City, MD. Boats must sail from and return to their
designated inlet. Primary Host Marinas for this event are Canyon Club Marina, Cape May and Sunset Marina, Ocean City, MD. Boats with
no fish to be weighed may return to home port after their last day of fishing.

3.

There are five (5) available fishing days for the tournament. Fishing days for boats entered will be any three (3) of the available five (5)
days, captains’ choice; no weather committee. The crew members of each individual boat will be solely responsible for the decision as to
which days to fish. The Mid-Atlantic $500,000 assumes no liability or responsibility for any damage or loss.

4.

Each boat must pick two NON-FISHING DAYS by submitting the official Lay Day Form prior to 11:00 AM on the days selected. Said forms
must be physically delivered by a member of the boat’s crew to the dockmaster’s office at one of the Host Marinas. The boat must be
dockside when the lay day is declared. Any boat not submitting the proper form by the 11:00 AM deadline will be automatically assumed
to be fishing on that day. Boats may not fish on lay days unless all of their available fish days have been used. Boats with mechanical
problems or other emergencies may use lay days to arrive late to the tournament so long as it is with the advance permission of the
Tournament Directors and they conform with all other rules.

5.

Boundaries for the tournament will be 125 nautical miles from the Cape May Sea Buoy.

6.

Boats are not permitted to clear the sea buoy at their designated inlet prior to 4:30 AM.

7.

No lines or bait of any kind may be put into the water until starting time is announced by a Committee Boat. Starting time is 8:30 AM.

8.

Participants shall comply with I.G.F.A. equipment and angling rules with the following exceptions: A) A fish may be hooked by someone
other than the angler provided the rod is immediately transferred to the angler after hook-up. From that time on, the angler must fight
the fish alone until boated or released; B) Live baiting is not permitted; C) Harpoons, dart gaffs or greensticks are not permitted. The
Tournament Directors retain sole authority for interpreting and implementing the I.G.F.A.’s rules.

9.

This is a trolling tournament. While hook-ups accomplished with no headway are permissible if they occur at a time when baits settle
while fighting another fish, the use of live bait or stopping and casting or pitching to tailing fish or fish balling bait is not permissible.

10. There is no limit on the number of lines or teasers.
11. All billfish boated or released must be reported to a Committee Boat at the time of the catch. Tuna over 100 lbs. should also be reported.
12. For release purposes, a fish will be considered caught when the mate grabs the leader or the swivel touches the tip of the rod.
13. Fishing ends each day at 3:30 PM. Any fish hooked prior to the deadline may be played until boated or released, provided that said fish is
reported hooked (to a Committee Boat) before the deadline.
14. All boats must return to their designated port for weigh-in. Canyon Club Resort Marina is the official weigh-in location for Cape May, NJ.
Sunset Marina is the official weigh-in location for Ocean City, MD.
15. All eligible fish must be available for weigh-in by 9:00 PM aboard the boat on which they were caught. Fractional weights will be rounded
to the nearest pound. Weigh-in begins at 5:00 PM.
16. For release points to count boats must be dockside by the weigh-in deadline & submit a daily catch report by 9:00 PM at the weigh station or one of the host marinas.
17. In the event of a tie in the cash prize categories, the prize money will be equally divided among those tying.
18. In the event of a tie in the point categories, the winner shall be the first boat reaching the winning point accumulation.
19. Only one day need be fished for the tournament to be considered official and prizes to be awarded.
20. In the event of boat disability, contestants may transfer to another boat not entered in the tournament and may fish in the name of the
original, with prior approval of the Tournament Directors.
21. Anglers may not switch to another boat nor can anyone from another boat come aboard to assist in fighting or boating a fish.
22. For the purpose of identification, a hatchet marlin will be considered a white marlin.
23. In order to be eligible for awards, prizes & calcuttas, fish must be caught legally by state and federal regulations under an angling, general
or charter/headboat category permit.
24. All fish eligible for cash prizes may be subject to examination by the Tournament Directors, consulting biologists and/or Torrymeter,
should there be any question as to the “freshness” of the catch. It shall be the responsibility of the participant to keep all eligible catches
in suitable and proper condition until weigh-in. In the event of any disputes arising from such examination, the decision of the Tournament Directors shall be final. Polygraph examination may be required of winning crews.
25. Allegations of violations of any of the above rules may be submitted only by an official tournament registrant and must be submitted in
writing on the day of the alleged infraction. In the event of such an allegation, the tournament directors will have the sole and exclusive
responsibility to investigate the alleged incident and to rule as to whether any violation materially aided the angler, crew, or vessel, or
otherwise affected the outcome of the tournament. Any subsequent penalty will be solely at the discretion of the tournament directors
and shall be final. In all cases, registrant and their crews agree to be bound by the ruling of the tournament directors.
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If you followed the 2008 tournament season, then
you already know that 11 year-old Meg Seaton was
the big story of last year’s Viking/Ocean Showdown.
Not only did she take honors as both Top Lady
Angler and Top Junior Angler, but the points she
earned while fishing from the Nightwind helped put
the Viking team over the top and returned the perpetual
trophy to Bass River.
In a nutshell, it was a great year for the ladies. What
follows is just a small sample of how our ladies stepped up
during the 2008 Season.
Susan McCart
Mid-Atlantic $500,000 winner, world-class big game
angler, and “Mom” to Taylor McCart.
You gotta like a lady whose first date is fishing a marlin
tournament. You really gotta like it when, six years later,
the same lady wins the Mid-Atlantic $500,000 with a record
tying 92 pound white marlin, and she won it fishing on her
own boat, Reel Joy.
Susan McCart and her crew, Captain Dale
Gurgo, and mates Andy Helms and Dan Reid
had the kind of year most of us only dream of.
She started the year in January by claiming the
Top Lady Angler title in the Palm Beach Sailfish Classic. Not satisfied with her winning performance in that tournament, she journeyed to
Los Suenos where she practiced her “hook-up”
technique and bagged 16 sails in the process.
The month of May found her back in the
fighting chair aboard the Reel Joy, in Eleuthra, the Bahamas, fishing The Custom Boat
Shootout, and earning 3rd place boat. Also in
May, a 39 pound dolphin won her 1st place in
the Billfish Blast, while a couple of weeks later,
another dolphin, this time a 41 pounder, landed
her in 2nd place at the Abaco Billfish Challenge. Interestingly, Susan’s run really got its
start at the 2007 Abaco Billfish Challenge when
she caught a 500 pound blue marlin.
It was that experience that truly energized
Susan, and by her own admission, “She can’t
stop!” But it was her performance this August
that most definitively demonstrated her zeal for
our sport.
First, there was the Poor Girls Open fished out of Ocean
City, Maryland. Not only did Susan and her crew take 1st
Place with their four white releases, but Susan’s 10 year-old
daughter, Taylor, won both the Top Junior Angler and Top
Angler Overall categories. “We had the best time,” exclaims
Susan. “There were six of us ladies and to win that tourna-

ment and have Taylor win her categories, well it doesn’t get
much better that that!”
Later in August, Susan entered the Reel Joy in the “Main
Event,” the Mid-Atlantic $500,000. The Mid-Atlantic is
widely regarded as, boat for boat, the richest marlin and
tuna tournament in the world. Home based at Canyon Club
in Cape May, the tournament is also based out of Sunset
Marina in Ocean City,
Maryland. This would be
Susan’s first experience
fishing the Mid-Atlantic,
and since she homeports
the Reel Joy at Sunset
during the summer, she
fished the tournament
from her own slip.
“We got skunked on
Monday and Thursday,”
relates Susan, “Not so
much as a bite. And it
felt like we were going
to be skunked again
on Friday.” We were
dragging ballyhoo off
the Wilmington when
all of a sudden, about
3:14, we got our one
and only hook-up of the
tournament. We were in
amongst lobster pots, so
it took 45 minutes of maneuvering and cranking
to get the big boy on board. We weighed him, checked the
chart and figured he was well in the 80 pound range.”
Reel Joy was the last boat to back down to the scales
at Sunset Marina on the last day of the tournament. The
big white was the only fish caught by the only angler on
board Reel Joy, but it was the only one they needed. At 92
pounds, it equaled the tournament record set just last year
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by Amy and Mark Granville-Smith’s Phat Mann. In terms
of cash paid out, the big white netted Susan and her crew
$699,307.00.
How is Susan planning on spending her share of the prize
money? Without hesitation, she points out, “A repower!
Reel Joy is a 13 year-old Revenge in need of an overhaul.
Part of that overhaul is a new pair of 1360, 12 cylinder
MAN’s.” Susan laughs, then adds, “My share will pay for
just one of those new MAN’s.”
What’s next after the overhaul? “Isla in Mexico come
January, the Bahamas for the spring season and then back
to Reel Joy’s winter homeport at Singer Island in Florida.
We’ll certainly spend some time at our home in Bird Key
(near Sarasota), and then we’ll start the whole tournament

trail over again.”
Men? There’s Dale Gurgo, her Captain of two years.
“Prior to becoming our Captain, Dale was our mate for three
years. He taught me how to fish,” she points out. Her other
Captain, Pete Harker, runs the Reel Joy during the Bahamas
spring season. Two mates, Andy Helms and Daniel Reid,
round out the crew. Finally, there’s her #1 fan and fiancé’,
John Gudelsky. It was John who introduced Susan to big
game sportfishing when he took her on their first date during
the White Marlin Open, six years ago.
Like I said, you gotta like this lady!
Thanks much Susan for an interesting story. We look forward to seeing you again next year as defending champion
at the Mid-Atlantic $500,000.

Sandy McCarthy: A Woman with a Mission!
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A look at a special angler who
promotes our sport and helped her
crew complete an impressive season
along the mid-Atlantic coast in 2008.
The demographics of fishing have
changed over the years and women
have become an important part of all
types of angling from the freshwater
professional bass tour to offshore
tournament fishing and everything
in between. Stroll down the docks
of both marinas during any of our
tournaments and chances are you’ll
see the lady of the boat getting her
hands equally as dirty, if not more so,
than some of the guys in the crew.
From setting the drags and rigging
ballyhoo, to assisting with routine
maintenance and running the boat,
many women feel as at home aboard
their vessel as they do in their living
room. “I’ve been around boats nearly my entire life and I’ve
been fishing since I was a little girl”, notes Sandy McCarthy of the Covert Mission, a 50’ Ocean Super Sport which
spends a good portion of the calendar year at Canyon Club.
“When I was growing up, my family I would spend hours
crabbing and fishing at the shore and it not only provided
quality family time, but also time to relax as well.” Sandy
was also fortunate to marry someone whose enthusiasm
for fishing rivaled hers. “When I met my husband Jim, he
enjoyed fishing too, especially offshore for tuna and marlin,
though that was new to me,” she added. “I’ve only been
offshore fishing for about 20 years and basically everything
I know about the sport I’ve learned from Jim and the crew
on the boat.” Sandy also noted she spends quite a bit of time
on the water honing her skills. “The boat is at Canyon Club
from April through November and we try to get out at least
once during the week and then once or twice on the weekends when my husband is here.”

More and more women are finding out just how enjoyable this sport can be and Sandy is constantly recruiting
new woman around the marina and beyond to fishing. “Last
season I, as well as the other woman on the dock, started a
campaign to get more girls involved in fishing. We started
a “Ladies Day” trip and we told the crew that we wanted a
relaxed, low-pressure atmosphere and not to stress out anyone if someone misses a bite or loses a fish,” she explains.
“We’re basically just trying to get any woman around the
dock who might be interested in fishing to join us,” she
added. “The girls like the idea of a low-keyed approach and
we had a lot of woman catch their first bluefish, striper and
marlin in 2008.”
While Sandy is quick to credit her husband with teaching
her quite a bit about fishing in general and offshore fishing
in particular, she also feels she has one of the best crews
around as well. Keith Greenberg mans the bridge of the
Covert Mission and during the summer season, Jeff Thiel

works the cockpit. Greenberg has seen
his share of action over the years most
recently aboard Ditch Digger before
going to work on Covert Mission. Jeff
Thiel has seen some of the best billfishing on the planet from the cockpit
of Tyson’s Pride. Prior to that job,
he was the mate on the South Jersey
Champion. Sandy also says her crew
is always willing to share their tips and
tricks with her. “Keith and Jeff live and
breathe fishing. I always believe there’s
something to learn and they have a lot
more experience than I do, so when
they talk, I listen.”
Though she loves fishing her home waters off the south
Jersey coast, Sandy also enjoys travelling with her husband
Jim to explore other angling opportunities as well. “Aside
from the summer season in Cape May, we spend a lot of
time during the winter and spring in Palm Beach and the
Bahamas,” she noted, adding Central America is also a
favorite. “We visited the Hooked on Panama Resort at Punta
Burica, Panama and we had a blast catching everything from
snappers to sailfish.” But of all the places they’ve travelled
with their own boat, she rates the Bahamas among the best.
“I love Hawk’s Nest on Cat Island. It’s so quiet and tranquil
there.” Though a visit last spring was before the billfishing
action got going, they did enjoy steady action with wahoo.
But it’s the peace and quiet that she enjoyed most. “Cat
Island reminds me of a Corona commercial. Nothing but
beach and blue water!”
While the billfish bite was indeed pretty good last season,

we’d bet few boats enjoyed the success
of the crew on Covert Mission as they
released 101 white marlin plus a blue
marlin while also boating a 123-pound
swordfish. “We caught our first white
marlin during the Viking/Ocean Showdown and our best day was 18 releases
during that real good bite in mid-September.” As the season wore on, Sandy
and Jim continued to rack up releases
of white marlin but it took a while
before they realized they were on the
verge of doing something special. “We
noticed the numbers (of white marlin
releases) started piling up and someone pointed out to us that
they couldn’t recall a boat catching a hundred white marlin
in a season out of Cape May,” says Sandy. “At that point we
realized it was a challenge to do it so we decided to go for
it,” she added noting that catching number 100 was no easy
task and it would be late in the season before they would get
the chance. “Once we got to 99 we hooked up at least five
times and lost each fish. Jim finally caught number 100 and
I caught number 101 in early October. They were our last
billfish of the year out of Cape May.”
The crew of the Covert Mission had a memorable season
in 2008. With over 100 billfish caught while here in New Jersey, plus several overall and daily tournament wins, there’s
no “I” in this team and Sandy is the first to admit it. “Though
I may have been the one getting a lot of the credit in this
interview, we always work together as a team and it’s important to stress how critical teamwork is in this sport. Our
entire crew deserves the credit for last season.” Well said!

Megan Frame, Our Newest Lady Angler
Once upon a time, fishing for six year-old Megan Frame
meant bottom fishing for flounder in Cape May’s back bays.
That all changed this past July 12th, during the VikingOcean Showdown when her grandfather took her on her first
canyon trip aboard his 50 Viking, the Champagne.
“It was unbelievable,” Bill Frame exclaimed, “I’m running the boat and she’s right there next to me at the rail,
watching the baits. Usually her and her twin sister, Elizabeth, would be down in the salon, coloring. Not this time.
Eliazabeth wasn’t much interested, but Megan didn’t
need to be asked twice. “She was up and ready to go,”
Bill relates.“I thought she would get bored because there
wasn’t much action. But then a dolphin exploded just off the
starboard side and right behind it was a big blue marlin, not
6’ from the boat. Megan looked at me with eyes the size of
saucers and said, ‘I’m not catching that!’”
She didn’t catch the marlin, but what she did catch was
a 14 pound dolphin. “We were working south Poor Man’s,
dragging ballyhoo when we got a fish on. Megan slipped
into the chair and worked the fish all by herself. No body
even dared to try and help her; she was so determined.”

The dolphin wasn’t big enough to win either the top lady
or the top junior angler categories. Those prizes would go to
another young lady, eleven year-old Meg Seaton aboard the
Nightwind. But it did garner her special attention from Tournament Director, Bob Glover, who proclaimed that young
people like Megan represented the “future of our sport.” It
was enough. Tears of joy flowed all around the Frame table,
not just from Megan, but from her parents April and Chris,
and especially her grandparents, Linda and Bill.
Bill continues, “You know, with all the things going on
in the world today…well, that experience with Megan gives
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me a fresh set of sea legs. I’m in fishing for good.” Linda
and Bill Frame have been at it a long time already. Married
44 years, they’ve had a boat at South Jersey or Canyon Club
since 1975. That was the year he brought a 12’ sword home
in his 41 Hatteras. “The only things that have changed are
my boats.” Bill’s passion for the sport hasn’t ebbed one iota.
Bill has passed his passion on to his sons, Billy, Michael and
Chris, and now the baton has been passed on to his grand-

Lori Muscara
Her first Canyon run was somewhat of an epiphany.
“There I was, 80 miles offshore, totally alone with no other
boats around, just Mark and me in our little Pro-Line. I have
to admit, I was a little frightened, but then I saw a marlin
jump, and I was forever hooked.”
That was over ten years ago, and Lori Muscara has
never been frightened since. Of course today, when she
goes offshore, she does so in her 48 Viking, a vessel that
Lori describes as “unbelievable” for its ride, comfort and
fish-ability. She first met the future “Lori A” (Lori’s middle
name is Ann) at the Atlantic City In-water Boat Show. When
Bill Steinmetz of South Jersey Yacht Sales invited her down
to Cape May the following weekend for their bi-annual
“Sea-Trial-Weekend”, she was hesitant. “I knew that if I
took that boat out, I’d buy it. I loved it from day one”, she
laughs. Well, she did come down to Cape May the following
weekend, and she did buy the 48’ and, yes, she does love it,
and for good reason. It has enabled her to fulfill her passion,
offshore sport fishing.
Powered by a pair of 1050 MANs, the “Lori A” can make
the 80 or 90 mile run offshore with plenty of time to spare
for a full day of tuna or marlin fishing, and still make it back
in time for weigh-ins. Weigh-ins are important to Lori since
she is a regular on the local sport-fishing tournament circuit.
A holder of two Master Angler awards from the Marlin and
Tuna Club in Ocean City, New Jersey, she continues to participate in both the White Marlin Open and the Mid-Atlantic
$500,000. She knows for certain that some day she will
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children.
Is this a fishing family, or what?
Many thanks to the entire Frame family. In case you’re
wondering, during the summer Megan can usually be found
around the Canyon Club as one of the new generation of
“Condo-Chicks” (Grand pop’s words). She spends the fall at
her grandparent’s home in the mountains, stalking with her
Red Ryder BB gun.

“be-on-the-board” at the conclusion of these tournaments
because she’s already caught the winning fish, just a week
or so too late. “Just one week after the 2005 Mid-Atlantic, I
hooked up a blue marlin. When we got him to the transom
he was longer than my VIKING is wide, not including his
bill; that’s 16’. We knew he had to run over 800 pounds.”
Lori Muscara is the real deal when it comes to sportfishing. She estimates that she has hooked up and released well
over 100 billfish. “When I hook up a fish, time evaporates.
The hour and forty-five minutes I fought that blue marlin
seemed like a short ten minutes.” She admits that she feels
a little guilty because she’s always the one with the rod in
hand. “But then, it’s my boat.” You can even hear her smile!
Aside from stepping up to the 48’, the important things in
Lori’s life have not changed. Mark Heron is still her closest
companion and friend as well as her Captain. In addition,
Lori is fortunate that her company, Sovereign Search and
Abstract Title Company in Horsham, PA, is staffed with
long term employees, who, along with the internet and a satellite phone afford her the flexibility to pursue her passion
for fishing. “But don’t kid yourself,” she says, “I’ve tossed
more than one phone when it got in the way of a hook-up.”
She may have lost a phone or two along the way, but she
hasn’t lost her love of the sea. “There’s nothing like being
out there at night. To hear a whale, and see the stars….I feel
so fortunate.”
This summer (2008) has been a summer that Lori describes as “fantastic.”
Her father Joe Muscara
is the largest individual
breeder of harness racing horses in the United
States and Australia.
This season has been
a banner year for his
favorite horse, five
year-old “Mr. Big” and
Lori has been there to
see him win five major
stake races this year.
In fact, the Saturday
before the Mid-Atlantic
started, she saw him
win the Canadian Pacing Derby. Lori brought
the blanket with her

back to Cape May for good luck during the Mid-Atlantic.
Of course, like in horse racing, “luck” in a tournament
is a fickle thing. Minor problems plagued the beginning of
her Mid-Atlantic week, but by Thursday they had managed
to iron out the wrinkles and the crew of the Lori A brought
aboard a decent size white. “We wrapped it in the Mr. Big’s
lucky blanket, but unfortunately there wasn’t enough luck
left in the blanket to get us on the leader board.”
But no one was complaining. “We had the best time, and
the best crew ever,” Lori laughs. In addition to Mark, Lori’s
crew includes Chris Jazman, John Porreca, and Micky Foster. “If there was a prize for the crew that had the best time,
we’d win hands down.” This tournament was especially
significant for Lori since it was the first time Mark had been
at the helm this season. Earlier in the year, Mark was struck
by a car and spent three weeks in intensive care at the very
brink of death. When you talk with Lori, you just know that

Judy Cooper, the “Brandywine Lady”
“I’m living the dream,” is how she describes her life.
The “dream” is a 48 Viking berthed on “A” Dock at Canyon
Club Marina in Cape May, New Jersey. “She” is the name
sake on the transom, Canyon Club’s very own “Brandywine
Lady,” Judy Cooper.
Even though Judy grew up in Northeast Philadelphia, she
considers herself a “Jersey Girl” since, during her youth,
she summered in Cape May with her family. In fact, much
of her extended family calls Cape May home, and you get a
sense when you talk to Judy that her heart resides here at the
Jersey Cape.
Judy has been into
boating since 1980. In
1994, John Kornick put
her into a bristol 1988
41’ Viking, which she
named Off the Wall.
“It was at the New
York Boat Show,” Judy
continues, “We did the
deal with Dick Weber
with only a handshake.”
A few years later, the 41
was renamed Brandywine Lady. She and her
husband, Bill, live just
45 minutes from Baltimore Harbor in Fair Hill, Maryland; most of their boating
experience was on the Chesapeake. “There’s only so much
you can do on the Chesapeake,” she laughs. “Plus, Bill is an
avid golfer and he wasn’t so sure about the whole boating
thing at first. But the more time he spent in the 41, the more
he liked it. So after 8 or 9 summers we took the plunge and
I came home to the Canyon Club, and brought Bill with me.
That was in 2007.”
It didn’t take long for the “bigger boat” bite to get the
best of the Judy and Bill. “The 41 was 20 years old. We

this is a very special lady who loves her life and her fishing,
but loves her friend Mark the most.
Lori is a committed Viking owner. When asked about
stepping up to a larger Viking, she talks about her salesman.
“Bill Steinmetz is awesome; he didn’t disappear after the
sale like some salesmen. When we bought the 48, he helped
Mark a lot and stayed with us through the whole process and he still stays in touch. It’s hard to find a salesman like
that!” She pauses for a moment and then adds, “Yeah, I
think Bill might put us in that new 57; we’ll have to see.”
Normally, Lori and her crew manage to fish a number of
tournaments, but not this year. “Between following Mr. Big
on the harness racing circuit and getting Mark well, I didn’t
have time to fish any other tournaments; just the Mid-Atlantic. But the Mid-Atlantic is my favorite.”
Well, that’s what we want to hear, and you’re a favorite
too, Lori. Thanks much for the time and the great story.
wanted something newer and bigger. Since John had put
us in the 41, when we were ready to take the plunge again
it was only natural that we should go back to people we
trusted. The Brandywine Lady is Rick Levinson’s old boat
and we were in it by Thanksgiving of this year (2007).”
When asked if she fishes with it, Judy laughs. “We run
the boat at least every other weekend, weather permitting.” She even has a favorite spot, the Brandywine Light,
of course, and a favorite story. “We were out at the Brandywine Light in the middle of a hot weak fish bite. Ditch
Digger was out that day too but they were not doing as well,
so we called on the radio
and told them to move
over near us. But by
the time they made the
move, the bite had gone
cold. So we tied a big
dead weakie onto a rod
and acted like we were
still catching.” Laughing, Judy adds, “Poor
“Eldie” went nuts, but
we finally fessed up.”
“Mostly we stay
inshore and bottom fish,
but we do run offshore
during the Viking-Ocean
Showdown.” In fact,
Judy has fished the Viking-Ocean since 1994 when she
fished it in Off the Wall. “We won top points in something…
I think it was the blue marlin category.” When she adds,
“But I didn’t win top lady angler.” you almost want to finish
her sentence for her with “yet.”
If you don’t know Judy, take a walk down A-Dock at the
Canyon Club and look for the Brandywine Lady’s crew: her
two little white dogs, Jezzie & Rosie, who are always onboard.
Many thanks to Judy “Brandywine Lady” Cooper for a
great story. We’ll look for you this year in the winner’s circle.
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In spite of the fact that the economy is in the tank and that in many areas of the country real estate
sales have plummeted, Canyon Club Resort continues to buck the trend. In fact, this might just be the
very best time to consider a new Canyon Club home. Here are some of the compelling reasons why:
The Importance Of “Price” And “Value”
There was a time when real estate prices had taken off to such a point that it was
hard to tell what real “value” was. Nationally, many investors tried to take advantage of this situation and got stuck when
the “bubble” burst and the free ride came
to an end. At Canyon Club there were few
of these types of buyers primarily because
the condominium documents limit rentals to a minimum of three months. This
doesn’t work well for speculators who
often rely on short term rentals to carry
the load until it’s time to “flip”. But the
policies did create a stable Canyon Club
community of like minded people with a
longer term commitment to the property.
This in turn creates real long term value.
Additionally, due to a two or three year
backlog of preconstruction sales during
the heart of the bubble, Canyon Club never did inflate prices
to meet actual demand. The prices at Canyon Club reflect a
steady increase in value over time, commensurate with rising demand for waterfront property in the area. Most states
are doing everything they can to protect the waterfront. New
Jersey is certainly no exception. The Canyon Club community with its actual waterfront and marina front development would simply not be allowed to be built under today’s
regulations. We are only allowed to finish because the entire
complex was approved almost 20 years ago. Canyon Club
boat slips are also unique. They are part of an actual real estate grant with no New Jersey “riparian” interests. They are
owned outright and may be transferred fee simple with no
strings attached. Bottom line is, you just can’t find another
Canyon Club. That’s real value.
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Where Else Are You Going To Put Your Money?
When you compare the inflation adjusted value of cash,
the rising income tax burdens of investments, or the risks of
the stock market to the tax benefits of carrying a mortgage
on a first or second home, there is likely no safer or better place to keep your money. Few people are aware of the
powerful impact of inflation on the purchasing power of
their money. Would it surprise you to realize that a buck in

1972 was worth just 24 cents in 2002. Imagine, if inflation
in the next 30 years is historically similar, you could be paying off a substantial portion of a home mortgage with just
a quarter for every dollar you owe. That same inflation will
protect the buying power stored in your house. Even if it’s
still “worth” the same “value” as today, it would sell for four
times as many dollars. We did the math. With inflation at
only 3% per year and mortgage rates fixed at less than 5%,
you start making money at only the 11th year of a 30 year
mortgage. And that doesn’t count the tax benefits!
Mortgage Rates Are At Their Lowest In 50 Years!
Fox Business News announced in March that mortgage
rates have fallen to 52 year lows. You can actually get a 30
year fixed rate contract for less than 5% - even for second
homes. This opportunity will not last long. This is likely a
once in a lifetime deal that will disappear as the banking
crisis passes and inflation takes its place. Think about it.
Right now, Uncle Sam wants to lend you a thousand dollars
for 30 years and wants you to repay him only the principle
plus fifty bucks a year. And the interest is tax deductible!
It doesn’t get any better than this. And you can do it to the
tune of more than $400,000.

Cape May Has Never Been
Better
Cape May has always been
known for its historical charm,
but its “small town” atmosphere
was a lot more restrictive in
times past. Between the weather
patterns changing and Cape
May’s dedication to maintenance
and renovation, the resort has become a great place to be almost
all year round. There are more
things to do, more places to shop, more weekend events and
more fine dining opportunities than ever before. The city
has managed to escape the “weekend-warrior” feel of other
local shore towns – not to mention coming alive earlier each
spring and staying active all the way through the winter
holidays. Stick around, you might find you like the new
Harborfest, the Jazz Festival or candlelit Christmas tours. A
lot of people do.
The Canyon Club Community Has Never Been Stronger
The Canyon Club Condominium community has been
growing for more than 15 years and this year is no exception. Not only does this give new home buyers the confidence of an established community, stable condominium
fees, and completed common areas, but they also reap the
benefits of an active and professional homeowners association. In the condominium world, especially today,
there’s safety in numbers. Canyon Club is 120+ homeowners strong, heading for the mid 140’s. There are now three
swimming pools, two of which are privately reserved for
homeowners and heated for longer season use, tennis courts,
and an on-site eatery featuring fresh salads, sandwiches
and pool side service. You don’t have to worry about what’
s eventually going to get built and what isn’t. It’s already
there.
If You’re A Boater Or A Fisherman,
Canyon Club Is For You
Whether your interests lie in the offshore canyons,
among the most prolific big game fishing grounds in the
world, or in the more protected Delaware Bay where striped

bass, flounder and drumfish
make their summer homes,
no one offers easier all tide,
all season access than Canyon
Club Resort. With 233 concrete
floating slips, in-slip fueling, a
complete service facility, food
and swimming complex and a
full social calendar, Canyon Club
is hard to beat anywhere on the
East Coast. Add in that Canyon
Club is host to the Mid-Atlantic
$500,000 recently listed by Marlin Magazine as one of the
top big-game tournaments in the world, and you truly have
a one-of-a-kind boating and fishing resort, literally right in
your own backyard.
Alas, The End Is Near
When the Canyon Club Resort is finished, there will be
141 lucky homeowners. With this spring’s completion of
the newest waterfront building, there are only 12 homes to
be constructed in future phases – all of which are located
in the interior of the property surrounding a private pool
and courtyard. If it’s direct waterfront you are after, now’s
the time to act. There are still a few two and three bedroom
homes available with spectacular marina and harbor views.
But when they’re gone, they’re gone. The residents at Canyon Club have a camaraderie that is immediately evident …
And why not? In addition to sharing a lifestyle, they have a
beautifully maintained community, a boat at their back door,
and most importantly, friendships that endure year after
year. We understand why Canyon Club residents feel the
way they do. They have common backgrounds and common
interests. Canyon Club is a safe, fun and pleasant place to
be. And which do you think will be worth more in 10 or 15
years … an irreplaceable Canyon Club home or your cash
deflating in the bank? Why not get in touch and take a look
at the Canyon Club community today – first hand. You’ll be
glad you did.
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Does your boat bottom look
like this? If so, you’re not alone.
Cracking and flaking like this are
the result of many years of successive applications
of conventional
bottom paint.
When your bottom looks like this
your hull is being
robbed of speed and
fuel economy as the
roughness of chipped
and cracked paint
increases drag. The
yearly re-application
of hard antifoulings
result in a build-up
of old spent coatings.
As these coatings age,
the binders (resins)
that hold the paint
together begin to
weaken, and the paint detaches from the hull. Once your
bottom begins to look like this, it is time to strip it back to
the gelcoat.
Do you remember how your boat felt that first year in the
water? With each successive coat of hull paint you could
sense the change, a bit heavier, a touch sluggish, incrementally slower. It’s hard to quantify, but instinctively you
know when its time to strip off all that old paint and start
fresh. But stripping the hull has always entailed the abrasive
process of sand blasting. The problem with sandblasting is
that the effectiveness of the job and the integrity of the hull
are completely at the mercy, and dependent upon the skill of
the operator. At best, sand blasting has always been an “iffy”
process…until now.
Now there’s a new tool in town… actually it’s at the Service Center at Canyon Club. Called the Farrow 185, the system looks like a conventional sand blasting set up. Mounted
on a trailer, the compact system comes complete with a
compressor, pot, hoses and controls. What makes the Farrow
185 special is the fact that it is operates at a lower pressure
(55-60 psi) than a conventional (100-150 psi) sandblaster
and is virtually dustless. The biggest difference, however, is
the media. Instead of abrasive sand, the Farrow 185 utilizes
pulverized volcanic rock or pumice, blended with water to

create a slurry. The
water based slurry
brings two important
improvements to the
process.
First, the water
results in a process
that is for all intents
and purposes, dustfree. Consequently
there is far less debris
to work its way into
your boats’ every
nook and cranny.
Second, the slurry
mix, coupled with the
reduced pressure, results in a process that is far more gentle
and forgiving while eliminating the pitting that is common
to conventional sandblasting. Nevertheless, the new process
enables service technicians to rapidly remove built up layers
of paint while leaving the barrier coat and gelcoat virtually
untouched.
Now that your bottom is clean, what’s next?
Boat owners will spend considerable time searching for
the latest chart plotter, the best fishing tackle, and all the
latest techniques that will enable them to catch more fish.
They know that perfectly tuned motors, clean propellers,
fuel monitoring devices, and an autopilot will help them get
the most out of every gallon of fuel. But too often, the one
area often overlooked when it comes to maximizing fuel
economy is bottom paint!
Spending the time to choose, prep, and apply the right
bottom paint can have a major impact on the overall speed
and fuel efficiency of the boat hull. Choosing the right bottom paint will make sure your boat bottom is free of slime
and barnacles. Removing the old anti-fouling paint and
applying a barrier coat rather than just “slapping-on” a new
coat of bottom paint will pay off in the long run. A smooth
bottom, free of slime and barnacles will result in a fast and
fuel efficient hull.
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Simply put, there are two types of bottom
paint: hard bottom paints and those that
disappear over time.
Most common hard bottom paint types
include epoxy ester and vinyl types, and
have been proven performers for a long
time. The active ingredient and amount used
can vary. These bottom paints leach out their
biocide without any wearing away, until no
more is left. This results in a porous, rough
surface. These types of bottom paints require more surface preparation each year to
maximize adhesion and limit paint build up.
The hard vinyl based paints may contain
Teflon. These products can be burnished
(wet-sanded) to achieve a super slick finish,
but are not high strength antifoulings. Many
sport fish owners will apply this type of
coating on the planing surface of the boat, but use a stronger antifouling on the bow, waterline and transom areas for
increased fouling protection. The system is often called the
“Carolina Coat.”
Benefits of Micron Technology: Bottom paints that
“disappear” are described variously as soft, ablative, eroding, copolymer, or self-polishing copolymer. These terms
are often loosely used to describe a broad range of bottom
paints, from low strength to high, but not all are the same.
What’s important is the rate at which biocide is released
as the paint wears away. Some bottom paints will erode
erratically, giving an increasingly rough surface over time
and with slowing biocide release, whereas others will polish
consistently to a smooth surface, maintaining a constant and
effective biocide release. A common misconception is that
polishing paints are just for sail boats and trawlers. This is
not the case at all. Quality polishing paints are now avail-

able that are designed to wear at a controlled rate on boats
that cruise at speeds in excess of 30 knots.
When choosing these types of bottom paints, you get
what you pay for. Micron Technology bottom paint, manufactured by Interlux, provides proven performance for our
local waters and even for your ventures to tropical waters in
the winter.
The images above show what effect the different types of
fouling can have on drag, and hence result in a fuel penalty.
As we have found out over the years, not all yacht coatings are created equal. For more than 100 years Interlux has
developed products that meet the needs of all types of water
craft. We have been using Interlux products for many years
and Interlux has always provided excellent technical support and troubleshooting. Most importantly, Interlux stands
behind their products and is supported by the largest sales
team in North America.
Summary: Remember, the smoother the
bottom, the lower the drag, and the lower
the drag, the faster the boat. This also
translates to better fuel economy. There is
only one way to ensure that the bottom is
smooth – proper surface preparation. And
when it comes to choosing your bottom
paint, remember that the least expensive
product can end up costing you the most
in the long run.
With today’s higher fuel prices, a knot
and a half or more of lost performance
adds up quickly. By reclaiming that 5 or
8% of lost performance, owners may find
that the hull reconditioning has actually
paid for itself.
For more information call The Service
Center at Canyon Club, 609-884-0333,
or Interlux Technical Service at 800-4687589, or visit: www.yachtpaint.com.
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For all of their sleek fiberglass lines, for all of their amazingly sophisticated fish hunting technology, and for all of their rumbling, diesel-driven giddyup, most sportfishing
yachts are by their very nature a compromise, a détente negotiated between the power and
speed big-game anglers wish they had and the implacable laws of physics. The way those
negotiations take place - to the extent that anything can be “negotiated” with Mother Nature - is a reflection of the side of the dock on which you happen to be standing.
If you’re a boat builder, you’re the quintessential diplomat. You toil over computer models that try to optimize the
balancing act between boat and motor, calculating propulsive coefficients, hull design, water resistance and so many
other mathematical variables that it becomes abundantly
clear why Einstein never took up marine engineering, apparently having decided that creating the Theory of Relativity
would be much easier than figuring out how to make an
offshore fishing boat go really, really fast.
If you’re a wizened sportfishing boat captain or owner,
you cross your fingers and hope that somebody out there
looks at the world of marine diesel engine design the way
Alexander the Great viewed the whole world in general.
That is to say, with enough horsepower, a 200-mile voyage
over storm-tossed seas should be a bit like the conquest of
Persia: Nothing more than a temporary obstacle on the way
to fame and fortune.
Alexander, your engine has arrived. Meet the new MTU
Series 2000 M94.

Power, fuel and silence to spare
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Following on the heels of the company’s hugely successful M93 series, already the most powerful marine engines in
their class, the M94 raises the bar yet again for large sportfishing boats and pleasure craft. The twelve-cylinder 12V
version generates 1,920 horsepower, an increase of 120 HP
over the 12V2000 M93, an engine that’s become standard

equipment for many power-hungry offshore anglers since its
release just a few years ago.
As with the M93, the Series 2000 M94 will also be available in 8-, 10-, and 16-cylinder configurations. The 16V
version puts out a whopping 2,600 horsepower, 200 more
than the M93 it replaces.
"These are the most powerful production marine diesel
engines in their class ever released to the North American
market,” claims Joe Misek, MTU senior sales manager for
marine applications. “Just as important, we're talking about
usable power here throughout the whole range of rpm. The
M94 delivers all of the rated power without any fine print
about warranty implications for time spent at full throttle.
These next-generation Series 2000 M94s provide the speed
and performance that our sportfishing customers have come
to expect from MTU."
MTU hasn’t been resting on its heels in the fuel consumption and emissions department, either. Amazingly,
the new, more powerful engines haven’t gained a pound
over the old versions and in tests have achieved up to 15%
greater fuel economy. MTU engineer Andrew Packer says
the EPA Tier 2-compliant M94s are the cleanest and most
fuel-efficient marine diesels the company has ever produced.
“Thanks to M94’s advanced electronic engine controls and
our superior common rail fuel injection system, the engine
actually optimizes fuel efficiency at cruising speeds, which
is hugely important to sportfishing customers,” he claims.

“Improvements have resulted in an
engine with the lowest decibel rating in its
class, even at idle or slow speed operation.”
~ Joe Misek, MTU Senior Sales Manager
for Marine Applications

How’s all this translate on the open water, in real-life
fishing conditions? According to one of America’s largest
sportfishing yacht builders, pretty darned well. Lonnie Rutt,
Viking Yacht’s vice-president of engineering, piloted a new
Viking 64 Convertible equipped with twin 12V M94 engines
during sea trials and became a quick fan of the engines’
performance.
“The power input is noticeably improved,” declared
Rutt from Viking’s New Gretna, NJ headquarters. Rutt was
equally enthusiastic about another MTU improvement to its
Series 2000 engines: “Their operation is quiet compared to
its competitors,” he says.
That’s no accident, according to the engineering wunderkinds at MTU, who say the M94’s design incorporates
the best of what’s made the Series 2000 engine family so
popular, along with new features and upgrades to quiet the
increasingly powerful beast within.
It’s widely acknowledged that MTU pioneered turbocharging, fuel injection and electronic engine controls, the
technologies that manage the efficient combustion process
of a modern marine diesel engine. But combustion is aptly
named— it’s noisy by nature, but much less so in the new
M94 because of MTU’s rapid advances in those three core
technologies since the introduction of the common railequipped Series 2000 in 2004. According to MTU, substantial improvements to the new engine’s sequential turbocharging and common rail fuel injection systems, tweaks in alloy
properties and electronic controls, and dozens of other refinements have all resulted in an engine with the lowest decibel
rating in its class, even at idle or slow speed operation.

M93

M94

10V

1120 kW
1500 bhp
1523 PS

1193 kW
1600 bhp
1622 PS

12V

1340 kW
1800 bhp
1822 PS

1432 kW
1920 bhp
1947 PS

16V

1790 kW
2400 bhp
2434 PS

1939 kW
2600 bhp
2636 PS

Built to take on the world
But wait, there’s more…or less, depending on your
viewpoint. The M94 features a single exhaust outlet, another
feature that delighted Viking’s Rutt. “It simplifies installation, and helps reduce costs” for boat builders, he says,
“because it minimizes the impact of its components and the
space they consume in the boat.” Given the current flagging economy, internal cost savings gained with no loss of
performance— or in the case of the M94, with even better
performance— is a win for Viking. Rutt declares, “We’ll
offer the M94 on Vikings sixty feet and larger.”
MTU has upped the ante on high-performance marine
diesel service requirements, too, in favor of the customer.
The M94’s recommended oil service interval is 250 hours,
versus the old standard of 200 hours, and the new engine
continues to be backed by a class-leading two-year warranty. According to Bob Shomo, who heads up marine engine
sales for MTU distributor Johnson & Towers (Mount Laurel,
NJ), MTU is “the premier power of choice for sportfishing
enthusiasts,” noting that the company’s engines have been
gaining North American market share steadily for several
years. “The engines are incredible, and they’re backed by a
service and support network second to none on the continent. Whether you’re dealing with Johnson & Towers or any
other authorized MTU marine distributor, you’re talking
about people that have been selling and servicing marine
diesels for fifty years,” Shomo states.
Packer, the MTU marine engineering honcho, says the
M94 will begin shipping to customers and distributors all
over North America in March. “This is truly a ‘global’
engine, built, sold and serviced by MTU,” he
declares.
In other words, like Alexander, this new kid is
ready to take on the world, one conquest at a time.

“These are the most powerful production
marine diesel engines in their class ever
released to the North American market”
~ Joe Misek, MTU Senior Sales Manager
for Marine Applications
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For seasoned boaters and anglers, pain is a
guaranteed byproduct of spending a day on the
water. Sore backs, aching knees and swollen feet,
are the norm for those spending hours on rough seas.
In the past, aspirin and abstinence have been two of the few
solutions.… that is, until now. In June Sperry Top-Sider®,
the brand for those who share our ’Passion for the Sea’, will
introduce the ASV Solution. A result of years of research
and development, the ASV Solution was created specifically
to reduce the shock and vibration one experiences on the
water. Proven to reduce the pain caused by wave pounding
and boat vibrations, this shoe is sure to become a staple for
all boaters and anglers.
Normally, boaters and anglers have worn athletic shoes
as most think that if a running shoe dampens the impact of
pounding pavement; it should reduce the vibrations on a
boat. Sperry Top-Sider’s research team actually found exactly the opposite. Quite often, the same shoe that provides
great cushioning on land can actually add to the problem
at sea by making boaters less stable. The materials used to
dissipate shock and vibration (that bouncy midsole) on land
can, in fact, amplify this stress while boating or fishing,
thereby exacerbating the effects to one’s
body after a day at sea.

Unlike
traditional running
sneakers, the ASV Solution uses a midsole that is built with
a specific material compound, combined with a plate and
cassette system embedded into the material that absorbs and
disperses shock and vibration. In other words, this proprietary
technology actually reduces impact to the foot, leg and lower
body up to an impressive 40%… resulting in a difference you
can feel as soon as you place the shoes on your feet.
“The ASV Solution is the only shoe on the market that
is proven to help reduce the discomfort and pain boaters
feel after being on the water for periods of time” said Lee
Baxter, vice president, men’s product, Sperry Top-Sider.
“The impact transmitted into the body by wave pounding
is comparable to the discomfort felt after a long run. But
unlike an athletic shoe, the low energy return of the ASV
Solution helps dissipate the shock and keeps you stable. The
result is a shoe that can help you have a more comfortable
and enjoyable time on the water.”
Additionally, the ASV Solution incorporates Sperry
Top-Sider’s hydrophobic technologies that include superb
traction and flexibility to promote better agility and stability in all conditions. The shoe also features quick-drying
materials, internal drainage and antimicrobial properties to
enhance.
The ASV Collection is available in an athletic style
for women (SRP $130 US), and athletic styles
and traditional leather boat shoe styles
for men (SRP $140 US) and hits
stores in June. To stay informed
on the ASV Solution and all
things related to Sperry TopSider, please visit sperrytopsider.com.
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International Angling Rules
The following angling rules have been formulated by the International Game Fish Association to promote ethical and sporting angling practices, to establish uniform regulations for the compilation of world game fish records,
and to provide basic angling guidelines for use in fishing tournaments and any other group angling activities.
The word “angling” is defined as catching or attempting to catch fish with a rod, reel, line, and hook as outlined in the international angling rules. There are some aspects of angling that cannot be controlled through rule
making, however. Angling regulations cannot insure an outstanding performance from each fish, and world records
cannot indicate the amount of difficulty in catching the fish. Captures in which the fish has not fought or has not
had a chance to fight do not reflect credit on the fisherman, and only the angler can properly evaluate the degree
of achievement in establishing the record.
Only fish caught in accordance with IGFA international angling rules, and within the intent of these rules, will
be considered for world records.
Following are the rules for freshwater and saltwater fishing and a separate set of rules for fly fishing.
RULES FOR FISHING IN FRESH AND SALT WATER
Equipment Regulations
A. LINE
1. Monofilament, multifilament, and lead core multifilament lines may be used. For line classes, see World Record Requirements.
2. Wire lines are prohibited.
B. LINE BACKING
1. Backing not attached to the fishing line is permissible with no restrictions as to size or material.
2. If the fishing line is attached to the backing, the catch shall be classified under the heavier of the two lines. The
backing may not exceed the 130 lb (60 kg) line class and must be of a type of line approved for use in these
angling rules.
C. DOUBLE LINE
The use of a double line is not required. If one is used, it must meet the following specifications:
1. A double line must consist of the actual line used to catch the fish.
2. Double lines are measured from the start of the knot, braid, roll or splice making the double to the farthermost end of the knot, splice, snap, swivel or other device used for securing the trace, leader, lure or hook to
the double line.
Saltwater species: In all line classes up to and including 20 lb (10 kg), the double line shall be limited to 15
feet (4.57 meters). The combined length of the double line and leader shall not exceed 20 feet (6.1 meters).
The double line on all classes of tackle over 20 lb (10 kg) shall be limited to 30 feet (9.14 meters). The
combined length of the double line and leader shall not exceed 40 feet (12.19 meters).
Freshwater species: The double line on all classes of tackle shall not exceed 6 feet (1.82 meters). The
combined length of the double line and the leader shall not exceed 10 feet (3.04 meters).
D. LEADER
The use of a leader is not required. If one is used, it must meet the following specifications:
The length of the leader is the overall length including any lure, hook arrangement or other device, and
is measured to the bend of the last hook. The leader must be connected to the line with a snap, knot, splice,
swivel or other device. Holding devices are prohibited. There are no regulations regarding the material or
strength of the leader.
Saltwater species: In all line classes up to and including 20 lb (10 kg), the leader shall be limited to 15
feet (4.57 meters). The combined length of the double line and leader shall not exceed 20 feet (6.1 meters).
The leader on all classes of tackle over 20 lb (10 kg) shall be limited to 30 feet (9.14 meters). The combined length of the double line and leader shall be limited to 40 feet (12.19 meters).
Freshwater species: The leader on all classes of tackle shall be limited to 6 feet (1.82 meters). The combined length of the double line and leader shall not exceed 10 feet (3.04 meters).
E. ROD
1. Rods must comply with sporting ethics and customs. Considerable latitude is allowed in the choice of a rod,
but rods giving the angler an unfair advantage will be disqualified. This rule is intended to eliminate the use
of unconventional rods.
2. The rod tip must be a minimum of 40 inches (101.6 cm) in length. The rod butt cannot exceed 27 inches
(68.58 cm) in length. These measurements must be made from a point directly beneath the center of the
reel. A curved butt is measured in a straight line. When the rod butt is placed in a gimbal, the measurement
from the center of the reel seat to the pivot point of the gimbal can be no more than 27 inches. (The above
measurements do not apply to surfcasting rods.)
F. REEL
1. Reels must comply with sporting ethics and customs.
2. Power driven reels of any kind are prohibited. This includes motor, hydraulic, or electrically driven reels, and
any device that gives the angler an unfair advantage.
3. Ratchet handle reels are prohibited.
4. Reels designed to be cranked with both hands at the same time are prohibited.
G. HOOKS FOR BAIT FISHING
1. For live or dead bait fishing no more than two single hooks may be used. Both must be firmly imbedded in
or securely attached to the bait. The eyes of the hooks must be no less than a hook’s length (the length of the
largest hook used) apart and no more than 18 inches (45.72 cm) apart. The only exception is that the point
of one hook may be passed through the eye of the other hook. Hooks may not precede bait, lure or bait/lure
combo by more than one hook's length.
2. The use of a dangling or swinging hook is prohibited. Double or treble hooks are prohibited.
3. A two-hook rig for bottom fishing is acceptable if it consists of two single hooks on separate leaders or drops.
Both hooks must be imbedded in the respective baits and separated sufficiently so that a fish caught on one
hook cannot be foul-hooked by the other.
4. A photograph or sketch of the hook arrangement must accompany all record applications made for fish
caught on two-hook tackle.
H. HOOKS AND LURES
1. When using an artificial lure with a skirt or trailing material, no more than two single hooks may be attached
to the line, leader, or trace. The hooks need not be attached separately. The eyes of the hooks must be no less
than an overall hook’s length (the overall length of the largest hook used) apart and no more than 12 inches
(30.48 cm) apart. The only exception is that the point of one hook may be passed through the eye of the other

hook. The trailing hook may not extend more than a hook’s length beyond the skirt of the lure. Hooks may not
precede bait, lure or bait/lure combo by more than one hook's length. A photograph or sketch showing the
hook arrangement must accompany a record application.
2. Gang hooks are permitted when attached to plugs and other artificial lures that are specifically designed for
this use. Gang hooks must be free swinging and shall be limited to a maximum of three hooks (single, double,
or treble, or a combination of any three). Baits may not be used with gang hooks. A photograph or sketch of
the plug or lure must be submitted with record applications.
I. OTHER EQUIPMENT
1. Fighting chairs may not have any mechanically propelled devices that aid the angler in fighting a fish.
2. Gimbals must be free swinging, which includes gimbals that swing in a vertical plane only. Any gimbal that
allows the angler to reduce strain or to rest while fighting the fish is prohibited.
3. Gaffs and nets used to boat or land a fish must not exceed 8 feet (2.44 meters) in overall length. In using a
flying or detachable gaff the rope may not exceed 30 feet (9.14 meters). The gaff rope must be measured
from the point where it is secured to the detachable head to the other end. Only the effective length will be
considered. If a fixed head gaff is used, the same limitations shall apply and the gaff rope shall be measured
from the same location on the gaff hook. Only a single hook is permitted on any gaff. Harpoon or lance attachments are prohibited. Tail ropes are limited to 30 feet (9.14 meters). (When fishing from a bridge, pier, or
other high platform or structure, this length limitation does not apply.)
4. Entangling devices, either with or without a hook, are prohibited and may not be used for any purpose including baiting, hooking, fighting, or landing the fish.
5. Outriggers, downriggers, spreader bars and kites are permitted to be used provided that the actual fishing
line is attached to the snap or other release device, either directly or with some other material. The leader or
double line may not be connected to the release mechanism either directly or with the use of a connecting
device. Spreader bars are also acceptable when used strictly as a teaser.
6. Daisy chains, birds, floats and similar devices may only be used if they do not unfairly hamper or inhibit the
normal swimming or fighting ability of the fish, thereby giving the angler or crew an unfair advantage in
fighting, landing or boating the fish.
7. A safety line may be attached to the rod provided that it does not in any way assist the angler in fighting the fish.
Angling Regulations
1. From the time that a fish strikes or takes a bait or lure, the angler must hook, fight, and land or boat the fish
without the aid of any other person, except as provided in these regulations.
2. If a rod holder is used and a fish strikes or takes the bait or lure, the angler must remove the rod from the
holder as quickly as possible. The intent of this rule is that the angler shall strike and hook the fish with the
rod in hand.
3. In the event of a multiple strike on separate lines being fished by a single angler, only the first fish fought by
the angler will be considered for a world record.
4. If a double line is used, the intent of the regulations is that the fish will be fought on the single line most of
the time that it takes to land the fish.
5. A harness may be attached to the reel or rod, but not to the fighting chair. The harness may be replaced or
adjusted by a person other than the angler.
6. Use of a rod belt or waist gimbal is permitted.
7. When angling from a boat, once the leader is brought within the grasp of the mate, or the end of the leader is
wound to the rod tip, more than one person is permitted to hold the leader. Anyone assisting a shore-bound
or wading angler must be within a rod's length of the angler before touching the leader or netting or gaffing
the fish.
8. One or more gaffers may be used in addition to persons holding the leader. The gaff handle must be in hand
when the fish is gaffed.
9. The angling and equipment regulations shall apply until the fish is weighed.
The following acts will disqualify a catch:
1. Failure to comply with equipment or angling regulations.
2. The act of persons other than the angler in touching any part of the rod, reel, or line (including the double
line) either bodily or with any device, from the time a fish strikes or takes the bait or lure, until the fish is either
landed or released, or in giving any aid other than that allowed in the rules and regulations. If an obstacle to
the passage of the line through the rod guides has to be removed from the line, then the obstacle (whether
chum, floatline, rubber band, or other material) shall be held and cut free. Under no circumstances should the
line be held or touched by anyone other than the angler during this process.
3. Resting the rod in a rod holder, on the gunwale of the boat, or any other object while playing the fish.
4. Handlining or using a handline or rope attached in any manner to the angler’s line or leader for the purpose
of holding or lifting the fish.
5. Shooting, harpooning, or lancing any fish (including sharks and halibuts) at any stage of the catch.
6. Chumming with or using as bait the flesh, blood, skin, or any part of mammals other than hair or pork rind
used in lures designed for trolling or casting.
7. Using a boat or device to beach or drive a fish into shallow water in order to deprive the fish of its normal
ability to swim.
8. Changing the rod or reel while the fish is being played.
9. Splicing, removing, or adding to the line while the fish is being played.
10. Intentionally foul-hooking a fish.
11. Catching a fish in a manner that the double line never leaves the rod tip.
12. Using a size or kind of bait that is illegal to possess.
13. Attaching the angler’s line or leader to part of a boat or other object for the purpose of holding or lifting the fish.
14. If a fish escapes before gaffing or netting and is recaptured by any method other than as outlined in the
angling rules.
The following situations will disqualify a catch:
1. When a rod breaks (while the fish is being played) in a manner that reduces the length of the tip below
minimum dimensions or severely impairs its angling characteristics.
2. Mutilation to the fish, prior to landing or boating the catch, caused by sharks, other fish, mammals, or propellers that remove or penetrate the flesh. (Injuries caused by leader or line, scratches, old healed scars or
regeneration deformities are not considered to be disqualifying injuries.) Any mutilation on the fish must be
shown in a photograph and fully explained in a separate report accompanying the record application.
3. When a fish is hooked or entangled on more than one line.

Whether you are transiting the coast
or cruising to Cape May for a few days of
R & R, make sure you chart your course for
South Jersey Marina. Strategically located
on Cape May Harbor, we are easily accessible and provide the best protection when
mother nature acts up. Best of all, we are the
closest major marina to the historic areas of
Cape May, the beaches, restaurants and other
attractions that will pique your interest. We
have extensive experience in accommodating
boats of all shapes and sizes and make it our
#1 priority to ensure that your shoreside stay is as enjoyable and hassle-free as possible. Our trained, uniformed

dock attendants will assist you in tying up and
getting situated while our courteous operations
staff gets you squared away with dinner arrangements, rental cars, historic tours or whatever you
might need.
We like to greet and treat our customers as
friends and do everything reasonably possible to
make you feel at home. We monitor channels 9
and 16 and... although they’re not always needed,
reservations are recommended.
SOUTH JERSEY MARINA OFFICE
and SHIP’S STORE
609-884-2400
admin@sjmarina.com • store@sjmarina.com
DOCKMASTER
609-884-0177
dockmaster@sjmarina.com
SOUTH JERSEY TOURNAMENTS
609-884-2400
tournaments@sjmarina.com
CHARTER INFORMATION
609-884-3800
charterboats@sjmarina.com
SOUTH JERSEY YACHT SALES
609-884-1600
sales@sjyachtsales.com
at CANYON CLUB RESORT MARINA
609-884-0880

www.SouthJerseyMarina.com
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at ARNOLD’S YACHT BASIN
732-899-9666

Canyon Club Resort Marina is a state-ofthe-art facility for those who enjoy the boating
lifestyle. A “Boating Country Club” is the
most appropriate description of this evolving
marine complex.
Luxury waterfront homes surround the
protected basin which features modern,
concrete floating piers with convenient and
updated utilities. A full marine service facility, ship’s store and yacht sales office are onsite as well to assist with any possible boating need. Swimming
pools, manicured courtyards and landscaping compliment the spacious property. Winding roadways and
walkways make it easy to get around and give easy access to ample parking. All in all, Canyon Club is a
comfortable and relaxing place to boat and live. Its location is far enough off the beaten path to be private,
yet close enough to enjoy what the surrounding area has to offer.
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CANYON CLUB RESORT MARINA
609-884-0188
admin@canyonclubmarina.com

PARTS DEPARTMENT
609-884-6646
parts@canyonclubmarina.com

CANYON CLUB PROPERTIES
609-884-7700
homes@canyonclubmarina.com

DOCKMASTER / SHIP’S STORE
609-884-0199
dockmaster@canyonclubmarina.com

SERVICE CENTER
609-884-6400
service@canyonclubmarina.com

OFFSHORE ELECTRONICS
609-884-6645
electronics@canyonclubmarina.com

www.CanyonClubMarina.com
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We need your help!
One of the ironies in working tournaments is that we
rarely make it out on-the-rip ourselves. Consequently, it’s
only when you share your stories and photographs that
we all get a little taste of the tournament action and the
offshore experience during our events. Please keep those
stories, articles, and photographs coming; we don’t just
want them, we need them!
Once again, we tried to include items of interest in
OTR this year. Our content is heavily reader driven and
we always appreciate your input. You may have noticed
an added emphasis on lady anglers in this year’s issue.
The reason for this is simple: there are more and more
ladies participating each year and we think that’s great.
Keep it up ladies and take your place in this sport. For
those of you who have yet to take part, give it some serious consideration this summer. It’s fun, exciting and full
of nice folks. You won’t regret it!
Over the past few years, several of our suppliers and
manufacturers have recognized the value of this publication and have contributed their experience, expertise and
advertising dollars. To them we say, thank you. If you’re
new to OTR and represent equipment, a product, service, or have an idea that would be of interest to the avid
offshore fisherman, please contact us. We think that you’ll
find we’re open to suggestions.
Planning for the 2010 issue of On the Rip will commence sometime in October, so it’s not too early to let us
know if you want to be included in next year’s publication. It’s also not too early to think about a tournament
sponsorship next year. Our tournament sponsorship
program allows you to tailor your participation based on
your desired level of exposure, availability and budget.
Copies of the 2010 Sponsorship Program and media kit
for On the Rip will be available after October. For your
copy, contact Mark Allen in marketing.

MAllen@SouthJerseyMarina.com
Call: 609-884-2400
Stop in or mail:
South Jersey Marina Marketing Department
1231 U.S. Highway 109
Cape May, NJ 08204
Or see Mark at any one of our 2009 tournaments
If you happened to pick up a copy of On The Rip and
would like to be placed on our mailing list, send us an
email, call or write to the above address.
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